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Christmas Comet 
to command winter skies 
A report 
in 3 parts 
[CPS] ''The Comet of the Century," 
brighter than the moon or the more 
famous Halley's comet has been visible to 
the naked eye in North America since 
shortly after Thankgiving. 
Called Kohoutek after its discoverer, 
the comet, although over 200 million miles 
away is already visible with the use of a 
medium size telescope. Estimates of its 
size indicate it is also going to be the 
biggest comet seen since 1843. 
National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration (NASA) scientists estimate 
the. comet is composed of a solid nucleus of 
ice, methane, and dust about 18 miles in 
diameter, surrounded by a head composed 
of gas and dust four times the size of the 
earth_ This mass is traveling in excess of 
30 miles per second. 
The comet was first discovered in early 
March by Lubo Kohoutek, an astronomer 
at the Hamburg Observatory in West 
Germany. Kohoutek was studying 
photographic plates taken of the asteroid 
belt in search of new ' asteroids. He 
discovered a body with a different shape 
and much ·larger than an asteroid. 
Kohoutek notified other astronomers of 
the possible new comet, and within a week 
his discovery was confirmed. 
The accidental discovery of Kohoutek 
has given scientists over nine months to 
prepare for its arrival. 
Kohoutek was never reported before 
because its orbit around the sun is of such 
large circumference. According to NASA 
estimates, it makes a rotation only once in 
every 75,000 years. 
Kohoutek will arrive while the Skylab 3 
ere~ orbits the earth. This will allow 
photo and spectrographic analysis of the 
comet by humans without the problem 
caused by our atmosphere. 
In addition to Skylab, several instru-
ment bearing rockets will be fired into the 
atmosphere c' .d observatories and uni-
versities all over the world will participate 
in ground exr eriments and observations 
of Kohoutek. 
The Mariner 10, currently en route to 
Venus and Mercury, will also take 
photographs of the comet from a different 
angle, allowing the first three-dimensional 
model of a comet to be made from the 
resulting photographs. 
Kohoutek will reach its closest point to 
the earth on January 5, when it will come 
within 75 million miles. At its brightest, 
Kohoutek will be brighter than the moon 
and will have a brightly glowing tail that 
will stretch across one-sixth of the sky. It 
will fade from view in late February. 
Prof tells 
of Kohoutek 
By LYLE CHEENEY 
B&G STAFF WRITER 
Being the end of the semester, I 
suspect that many of my Regis counter-
parts will be experiencing the great 
renown "gusto days" which have become 
so prominent in .our student body. These 
days produce images which, to many 
participants, include such visual objects as 
bright stars. So, when gusto days have 
been exhausted and staggering bodies are 
seen truckin' back to their rooms, a star of 
this type may be viewed in the early 
morning hours which will resemble these 
participants' visions. It may not, 
however, be the effect of gusto days but a 
spectacular comet, a once in a lifetime 
occurrence, called Kohoutek. 
This cosmic wanderer is moving about 
its eliptical orbit at approximately 250,000 
miles per hour, and scientists such as Dr. 
Roughton of the Regis Physics Depart-
ment are waiting to observe and hopefully 
learn more about comets like Kohoutek 
when it approacnes within 13 million miles 
of the sun arund December 28. 
Dr. Roughton and his colleagues do not 
as of yet have a definite idea of what 
comets like Kohoutek are made of. Some 
scientists believe that a comet is a mass of 
rock, ranging from 10 kilometers to 
several thousand in diameter. This mass 
is believed to be covered by ice crystals or 
possibly loose collections of gases. 
Varying amounts of ammonia, sodium, 
magnesium, nickel, iron, carbon, and 
li81B 
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Comet's path through the solar system: The orbit of a comet is a long loop. The comet's 
tail generally points away from the sun. The nearer the comet is to the sun, the more the 
tail trails out across the heavens. [photo by the Sky Observer's guide] 
methane have also been identified in 
comets. These elements are mainly 
concentrated in the head of the comet, 
called the coma. Some comas contain a 
nucleus which, located in the center of the 
coma, is the brightest portion of the 
comet. It is to be noted, however, that all 
comets do not contain a nucleus. 
Streaming from the coma of a comet we 
observe a bright tail configuration con-
taining dust particles and ice crystals. 
This exhibition of bright light is due to the 
reflection of sol~r radiation from these 
particles. It is essential to note that the 
tail of a comet does not form until it is 
approximately 100 million miles from the 
sun. This fact is very true of Kohoutek, 
which is expected to have a tail that will 
cover one sixth of the sky. 
This rare comet should not impair the 
intentions of gusto day lovers, and one 
more bright object in the sky will not 
make that much difference anyway. But 
to those who will not be participating in 
these weekly days of festivity, do not be 
alarmed and suspect gusto days have 
crept up on you, but instead remember 
that it is Kohoutek you are viewing, a 
comet that will not be seen again for a 
long, long time. 
Comet an 
evil omen? 
By JO SCHLICHT 
B&G STAFF WRITER 
Before you start reading this article, it 
should be noted that there is a "prerequi-
site." Please review the article on the 
K~houtek comet, above, of this issue of 
the B&G. 
Armed with the threat that "the 
Christmas Monster is coming," members 
of the Children of God religious group 
visited Regis College to warn students of 
impending doom. The "monster" is 
actually the Kohoutek comet, and the 
"impending doom" is the consequence of 
the comet's magical effect upon human 
destiny. 
Few knew about the Kohoutek comet 
when the Children of God were first on 
campus in September, and their story 
meant little to most Regis associates·. 
However, the presence of the comet in the 
southeastern skies over the past few days 
has shed a new light on the philosophy of 
the religious group. This sect is highly 
Bible-oriented and believes strongly in the 
power of prayer. It is therefore 
interesting that they would concern 
themselves so thoroughly with the 
upcoming Kohoutek bringing the possible 
end of the world and therefore the need 
for more prayer. 
The following points are ones estab-
lisehd by the Children of God in reference 
to the comet. Feel free to either sit back 
and chuckle at the following or to use the 
next few points as a starting off point to 
examine life in depth. 
1) The Christmas Monster could bring 
geolo.gic cataclysms, political catastro-
phies, economic chaos, new world order, 
great confusion, heightened energy crises, 
atomic war, or possibly the end of this 
world. 
2) For those religiously inclined, the 
Kohoutek will have even greater spiritual 
significance. 
3) The Kohoutek will be brightest about 
Christmas day. 
4) The most remarkable thing about the 
prediction of the Kohoutek is that we have 
not heard about it before, despite this 
spectacular event being of such tremen-
dous magnitude. 
5) Maybe our scientists and rulers are 
trying to minimize its significance, lest the 
populace of the world be frightened by 
this amazing once-in-a-lifetime pheno-
menon. 
6) Governments are notorious for 
playing down the possibilities of impend-
ing disasters and threats of doom. 
7) The comet could signify in portending 
the end of things as they are now. 
8) The appearance of every major comet 
has always heralded major change (e.g. 
signing of the Magna Carta, the Crusades, 
the Black Plague, discovery of the New 
World). 
9) When last seen, Halley's comet 
immediately preceded World War I. 
10) According to calculations, 1986 
should be about the time of the final 
takeover of .one world government by a 
world dictator known in the Bible as an 
"anti-Christ." 
11) The downfall of the American 
President was signified in April of 1973 by 
the largest and most brilliant "falling star" 
we have ever personally witnessed--the 
very week of the Watergate hearings. 
12) Kohoutek is to light up our skies this 
winter with the brilliance of seven moons 
and is said to be outstanding in that it is 
only a once in a 10,000 year visitor! 
Surely, this must mean that it is going to 
signal a colossal event. 
If you h~.ppen to be an astrology buff 
and find some truth in the above 
calculations, do not get over-worried. 
Scientists at the Smithsonian Astrophys-
ical Observatory at Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts say Kohoutek's size and bright-
ness are not to the extremes that they 
originally thought. Nevertheless, it will 
be quite a sight in the sky. 
In all parts of the United States, the 
best viewing of Kohoutek will be from 
January 10 to January 20, just after 
sunset. The comet will appear 20 to 40 
degrees above the horizon in the south-
west. The Children of God believe that its 
effect on Earth will be shown only after a 
lapse of time, so it does not appear that 
the consequences predicted by them .will 
take form until a good while yet. 
School is not being cancelled due to 
the energy crisis! Finalization is 
January 7, 197 4--in Loyola 9 and 10. 
Classes begin January 8, 197 4 of 8:00 
a.m. as scheduled. 
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Senator Haskell comes to college 
By DAVE PETTINARI 
B&G STAFF WRITER 
If you were here at Regis during 
the election of '72, you will know 
whereof I speak when I talk about 
the political apathy of the masses 
here at our sequestered isle of 
ivied halls. During that year, if 
you mentioned the word"volun-
teer" or asked passing students to 
become involved, you were like as 
not to get the old proverbial cold 
shoulder. But I guess world 
events do not affect a student 
when he has a party to attend or a 
hot night at Belial's planned. 
I could not ascertain, on the visit 
of Senator Floyd Haskell [D.-Colo.] 
whether interest in political fig-
ures had been rekindled here at 
the Ranch or whether it happened 
to be a merely circumstantial 
coming together of people in the 
neighborhood. But from the flavor 
and genre of the questions raised 
by members of the audience, it is 
safe to assume that quite a few 
atttended out of a genuine inter-
est. And it was quite apparent to 
this reporter that those people 
assembled had some quite heavy 
thoughts in mind about the 
political and economic climate into 
which our country has slipped. 
Senator Haskell played to a 
packed audience of approximately 
75 which filled the 
would be willing to sacrifice a 
dgree of efficiency for the Bill of 
Rights. Winston Churchill once 
said that 'Democracy is the worst 
form of government, except for all 
others.' There's bound to be time 
consumed in the democratic pro-
cess of having hearings and 
debate, but it's essential to the 
democratic process. I notice a 
definite feeling of getting with it 
and dedication to getting things 
done in the Congress now. I think 
the pendulum is going back to a 
rejuvenation of Congress.'' 
I asked; him why he changed 
parties. He replied, "I found 
myself voting more with the 
Democrats than with the Republi-
cans. I saw what the Nixon 
administration had done with the 
economy. I saw them trying to put 
a man like Carswell on the 
Supreme Court. Finally, when the 
President without any authority 
whatsoev~r ordered troops into 
Cambodia, that was the straw that 
broke the camel's back, and I just 
went down and changed parties." 
Of course, talk inevitably drifted 
to the energy crisis. The Senator 
felt that a balance could be struck 
between safeguarding our envir-
onment and ensuring our future 
energy needs. "Strip mining is the 
perfect example. Some people say 
that under no circumstances 
misstatement. In 1970 his own 
task force came in and warned him 
of the crisis, and he did nothing. In 
July of '70 Jennings Randolph 
from West Virginia and Scoop 
Jackson from Washington intro-
duced a bill to set up a national 
commission to study the whole 
problem of energy use, and the 
administration refused to partici-
pate saying that the Domestic , 
Council was going to alternate 
energy research and development . 
study was likewise opposed by' the ,. 
administration. 
"Assuming that the Arabs make . 
a complete embargo on all oil going 
to the United States directly or 
indirectly, there would be a 
shortfall of somewhere between. II 
percent and 18 percent of \our 
demand. If that percentage is as 
projected and the embargo contin-
ues, and the demand increases in 
the first quarter of 1974 as 
expected, we'd better bite ' the 
bullet forthwith, and we'd better 
put in some pretty stringent 
rationing and conservation meas-
ures on a mandatory basis.'' 
Which brings us to the Middle 
East problem. Here is the way the 
Senator sums up that hassle: "The 
real problem is the Palestinian 
Arab problem. These are · the 
Arabs who left Israel when Israel 
became a state. have not 
Senator Haskell spoke of energy, Israel, 
issues to an audience of about 75. 
photo by Bill Hanagan 
and other contemporary 
been absorbed by the Ar.ab felt that they were not. "We're 
countries, and they have been just trying to find the facts. 
living for about a generation in Obviously, until all the facts are in 
refugee camps. This provides an you do not judge a man. But fro~ 
irritant to the situation. Unless my position, there are sufficent 
this is solved, there can be no facts• in to at least have the House 
permanent solution. The Arab bring charges of impeachment. 
Palestinian refugee problem .is, at There· is probably cause to believe 
the heart of any realistic solQtion. that Nixon •has not behaved in a 
"We and the British are, ,,iJl a constitutional manner." 
great sense responsible fpr,'lfp_e ;;<'fhe -one. issue that the Senator 
formation of the State of Israe){ hedged •·and• hemmed and hawed 
She is our ally; she is a democracy; about was when this reporter 
she has a right to nationhood; but asked him ,, to rate his fellow 
that is not to say that she is on all senators. This was understand-
occasions right." able, because usually senators are 
Senator Haskell was asked loathe to rate their fellows. But he 
whether he would support the said, "The great majority of the 
nomination of William Saxbe for Congress are very hard-working, 
Attorney. General. He answered dedicated men. There are some 
that in this way: "The Constitu- extremely efficient and effective 
tiona! prohibition is pretty darn individuals. For instance, there is 
clear. William Saxbe is a pretty Scoop Jackson, who is the Chair-
good guy, and normally I would man of the Interior Committee; 
vote for him. Bob Byrd from West who is a very competent individc· 
Virginia put in the record an ual.lf you judge the performances' 
extremely ·interesting analysis .of of a senator by the number of 
that very provision including the hours put in, the taxpayer more 
debates that went on when the than gets his money's worth.''• 
Constitution was in the formative Finally, the 64 thousand dollar 
stages, and my conclusion as of question was raised. He· was ' 
this date, unless someone can give asked whom he would support for · 
me a better constitutional argu- the Presidency in '76. He re-p\ied, 
ment, is that constitutionally Wil- "I haven't made up my mind whom 
liam , Sax be cannnot be Attorney I'll support, but I can say that in 
General. And the case being that the Democratic P1rty we have 
we have a Constitution, I'm not quite a few prospects: Jackson, 
going to vote to confirm him, Mondale, possibly I 'ranston, pas-
because that's the way the Consti- sibly Bayh, maybe y'.:d Muskie. In · 
tution reads and I'm going to the Republican Party has been 
follow it". mentioned Percy, Richardson, 
photo by Bill Hanagan 
Donald L. Salmon, Executive Director of the Regis Institute for Public Service and professor of 
government [left] brought Senator Floyd Haskell of Colorado [right] to Regis on November 20. 
The Senator was asked if he Reagan, Rockefeller; but probably 
thought that the Congress was when it all is through it will be 
hounding the President, and he someone entirely different. It's 
pretty early to say.'' conference room in the library. He should you strip mine at all. Other 
came to answer our questions people say we should strip, but 
about matters concerning us and that they cannot bear the cost of 
to ask questions of us in order to reclamation. I helped to introduce 
get our opinion on some matters. a compromise bill that says, yes, 
The Senator is the perfect you can strip mine if you reclaim 
picture of a senator, with his the land. Now they have to file a 
steel-gray locks which are indica- plan showing how they are going 
tive of his years of blood, toil, · to reclaim the land, and they also 
sweat, and tears in the service of have to post a bond to ensure it 
the people. And yet he had a will be done properlly. But here is 
countervailing vigor and assert- a misconception I should clear up 
iveness which assures one that he right now. Only 10 percent of all 
is not too old and too pooped to coal reserves available to us are 
pop. He was quiet and soft-spok- strippable; over 90 percent can be 
en, yet extremely quick-mindedhe deep mined. The latter should be 
had an answer to a question our primary source for the energy 
formulated before one finished we need--and it can be burned 
asking the question (perhaps he cleanly with the technology re-
anticipated the questions being cently developed. You don't want 
asked or has answered them so to freeze to death, but you don't 
often as to have them down pat!) want to choke to death either! A 
Senator Haskell had a method of measure I helped sponsor deals 
analysis of the issues which was with research and development 
logical, knowledgeable, and at the into turning coal into gas and oil. 
same time which he could present If we can make a breakthrough 
to the people in a clear, simple, here, we will be assured of 
easily understandable manner. sufficient fossil fuels. It is entirely 
And now, enough impressions, fesible to tap deep earth hot rocks 
and to the substance of the and utilize this geothermal energy 
discussion. In response to the for our needs. Solar energy is a 
question of whether he felt that he · possibility, although economically 
had kept his commitments and that proposal leaves a lot to be 
whether he is doing a good job for desired. Finally, we have to 
the citizens of Colorado, the ascertain whether these oil com-
Senator stated that he had kept panies are operating in the public 
his commitments but that he interest; that is, are they truly 
would let the people of Colorado competitive industry. The admin-
decide whether he had done a good istration has opposed our efforts 
job or not. on both of these fronts. 
Senator Haskell felt that the "Nixon made a statement to the 
Congress was undergoing a Con- AP editors down in Florida 
gressional Renaissance, but point- recently that he has provided 
ed out that we cannot expect the leadership for two or three years 
same efficiency under our system to solve the energy crisis and that 
than you get under a dictatorship. the Congress has been delaying 
To this issue, he said, "I certainly and has dragged its feet. This is a 
U.S. economy may soon nosedive 
By MARY PHILLIPS 
B&G STAFF WRITER 
In looking at the present 
economy and its multitudinous 
problems, you begin to feel 
somewhat overwhelmed. For 
clarification the B&G went to Mr. 
Kenneth Seidenstricker, Associate 
Professor of Economics. 
When considering what we are 
living through, one seems to be at 
a loss for explanation. Mr. 
Seidenstricker contends that our 
major problem is inflation. 
Interestingly enough, he considers 
the looming recession running a 
close second. 
When questioned further about 
the absurdity of a recession 
occurring during a period of 
runaway inflation, Mr. Seiden-
stricker replied it could happen 
"only under Richard Nixon." He 
continued to explain that the 
probable recession is due to three 
major factors. 
He sees the fuel crisis as having 
enough gravity to cause a reces-
sion all on its own. He discerns a 
state of mind of the general public 
as a very important factor. The 
American people are very pes-
simistic and uncertain about the 
future, and as a result the 
economy will reflect this attitude. 
The third factor he attributes to 
a natural phenomenon which 
scientists have been predicting for 
six months now. 
How severe will the recession 
be? Mr. Seidenstricker feels that 
if the energy crisis is as bad as. the 
administration says it is, and if 
attitudes do not change, then the 
fuel and parts shortages will 
spread, causing a · substantially 
severe depression or recession 
after the first of the year. 
In comparing the depression of 
the 30's with our present situation 
it can be seen that we are much 
less self-sufficient than in the 30's. 
However, we have also learned 
more of the causes and cures of 
recessions and depressions. 
Who is to blame? It becomes 
obvious that Mr. Nixon would 
have to bear his fair share of the 
blame. Pertaining to this respon-
sibility, Mr. Seidenstricker point-
ed out that Nixon had ignored the 
advice of his chairman of economic 
advisors, in favor of the advice of 
John Connally, whose background 
was in the field of politics and law. 
However, he is not the only one to 
blame. The Federal Reserve 
Board's policy with regard to the 
money supply "would not merit a 
standing ovation." 
In considering the fuel shortage, 
the thought that maybe it is a 
creation of the administration 
come to mind. Mr. Seidenstricker 
feels that the shortage of fuel is a 
result of price controls. He 
believes the Arab cutbacks are in 
fct genuine, thus intensifying the 
aJready critical shortage of fuel. 
Mr. Seidenstricker sees our 
possible .alternatives as very lim-
Ited. One alternative (which he 
does not favor) is to establish a 
comprehensive control 
enforcement program and police it 
vigorously. 
A second alternative (which he 
favors) would be to abolish all 
existing wage and price controls 
and follow relatively conservative 
fiscal and monetary policy. If that 
were done there would be a 
noticeable increase in unemploy-
m~nt _and an immediate spurt of 
pnce mcreases which would then 
stabilize at a higher level. 
However, Mr. Seidenstricker feels 
that this would be a more 
acceptable price to pay than the 
one we may be forced to accept in 
the future. 
Nixon said 
to drink 
like fish 
[CPS/ZNS] For whatever it's 
worth, comedian Jackie Gleason 
says that Richard Nixon holds his 
liquor better than a.QY person 
Gleason has ever met. 
Gleason told a reporter that he 
once met with Nixon over drinks 
in a Florida golf course lounge in 
the mid-1960's. According to 
Gleason, the two of them sat for 
eight hours- from three in the 
afternoon until 11 that evening-
pouring down the Scotch. 
Gleason said that when their 
drinking session ended, Nixon 
stood up and walked out of the 
room "as straight as a soldier 
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Massive consumption has resulted • energy shortage 
plenty of it. The U.S. Geological The Nixon Administration esti· industry, .. nd individuals including they proceed at all. 
Survey and other gove rnmen t mates the cut-offs will leave up reducing speed limits , cons oli- The controversial oil fields in 
By KAY JOSLIN agencies estimate there are 500 from 2.5 to 3.6 million barrels dating and reducing air flight s, Alaska, apparently freed by the 
[CPS ] One thing is for billion to 2,400 billion barrels of short pe!'day, or 14 to 20 percent turning down commercial, indus- passage of the Alaska pipeline bill 
certain, t he United States is "proven, indicated, and undiscov- of our daily consumption. Before trial, and residential thermostats, several weeks ago, will not be 
experiencing an energy shortage, ered reserves" both onshore and the oil cut-off, the government using less hot water , forming car deve loped quickly because the 
some say crisis, unknown since offshore in the us. Oil industry estimated a shortage of about pools, and industrial cut backs. pipeline will take three years to 
World War II However, that is all estimates are vastly more con- 400 ,000 barrels or a bout two The Department of the Treasury complete. 
that is certain: why, who is to servative, placing the figure at 44 percent. has estimated that full-scale im· With at least a century's supply 
blame, how critical is the shortage billion barrels or about a seven Alt hough the figures for Mid- plementation of these proposals of oil and gas on their hands, 
and what can be done about it are year supply. Reserves of natural East imports for 1973 are not could save two million barrels of Americans have been convinced 
controversial subjects among gas, according to the Geological available, Brasco's estimate is the fuel per day immediately. they face an energy crisis. In 
Congresspeople, the oil industry, Survey, amount to 2,400 trillion most credible because the main For long-term energy saving, Newsweek magazine several 
envirnnmentalists, the Nixon ad- cubic feet or a 100 year supply, suppliers of oil to the US are several bills have been introduced weeks ago various administration 
ministration·, and consumers; all of although conservative estimates Canada and Venezuela, and in 1972 to establish an excise tax on all officials predicted widespread un-
whom have been names at various put it at a 12 year supply. the US imported only three new automobiles which fail to employment and a drop in the 
times as the cause of the energy However, the United States' share percent of its total consumption maintain certain levels of fuel gross national product because of 
shortage. of oil and gas in not large, only six from the Mid-East. economy and efficiency. Ideally, closures of industries an!] schools. 
According to Congressional percent compared to 57 percent in Somecongressional leaders regard the bill would be an incentive to No one is able to say how long the 
testimony by Senator Henry the Mid-East countries. the Arab oil embargo. as a blessing the automobUe industry to make crisis will last. The administration 
Jackson, (D-Wash.) and others, in The amount of oil and gas the in disguise because it gives the US - smaller cars which approach the is widely attacked for failing to 
the ' last year the big ten oil US has pales in comparison to how a chance to realize its · over- efficiency of Japanese and Euro- take action on the shortage that 
companies have deliberately slow- much it consumes. Americans use dependence on foreign oil before it peim cars; that is cars that get 20 some experts ha-ve been predicting 
ed down domestic oil production to 6.5 billion barrels of oil per year is too late, before 1980, when itis to 25 miles per gallon, rather than for years. . 
drive up prices. In addition the oil and 22 trillion cubic feet per year ·estimated the US will~be import- the 13 mpg average of American Naturally ,.in the midst of talk of 
companies relied on import quotas, of gas. At present, oil and gas ing half of its oil. cars, The Treasury Department a crisis comes the call for·immed-
instigated in 1959 and removed each account for about 37 percent estimates the excise tax could cave iate · development of alternative· 
last May, to restrict importation of of our energy sources. Some Congressional leaders re- over two million barrels a day by sources of energy, inc:luding coal, 
cheaper foreign oil and thereby One-third of all energy in . gard the Arab oil embargo as a 1980. nuclear, solar, and geothermal 
increase the price of domestic oil, America is used by citizens in their blessing in disguise because it Of course, American self- power and oil shale deposits. 
as well as cut down on construe- homes and automobiles, and while gives the US a chance to realize its suffiency in the energy field will be However, with the possibleex-
tion and output of domestic the US has only six percent of the over-dependence on foreign oil - fought by the oil companies; for ceptipn of coal, it is probably .none 
refineries and eliminate competi- world's population, it uses one- before it is too late, before 1980, some time leading American oil of these sources will be imple- · 
tion from independent gas compa- third of the world's energy. when it is estimated the ·US will be . companies have urged a change in mented in this decade. 
mes. Energy consumption in the US importing half of its .oil~ There- US Middle East policy and the · Relaxation of environmental re-
Oil companies in turn blame the has doubled since 1950, and by fore,congressveople are introduc- adoption of a more lenient stance strictions is another immediate 
energy crisis on price controls, 1980 is expected to be double what ing legislation with the intent of toward the Arab oil nations. In result of the fuel shortage, the 
environmental restrictions, and it is today. Conservative esti- making the US a self-sufficient other words, the oil companies passage of the Alaska pipeline bill 
wh~t they term "insufficient eco- mates say energy consumption producer of energy. have too much invested in the being a case in point. Already, a 
nomic incen9ve to develop do- will double every decade if the Toward that end a group of Arab countries to pull out and bill has been introduced to amend 
mestic .holdings." However, this current demands not only for . senators,' led by .Adlai Stevenson come home to develop domestic the Clean Air Act of 1970 as .an 
reasoning by oil companies be- power but for a number of other III (D-Ill.), have proposed the resources which may explain their emergency measure, which will 
comes incredible in view .of their products including nitrogen fertil- creation of a Federal Gas and Oil exagger:;.ted claims to the import-. allow some electrjc power plants 
recorded record earnings for the izer, synthetic fabrics, plastics, corporation to develop America's ance of Arab oil. to convert from burning oil t o 
first nine months of 1973, earnings synthetic rubber, phonographic large deposits of oil and gas, 50 to Besides reauced consumption burning the high sulfur coal that 
that average 52 percent above records, pharmaceuticals, vinyl, 75 percent of which lie on public there seems no immediate solution was outlawed under the act. 
those of 1972, with some compan- and newspaper ink keep up. lands. According to the bill to the energy shortage. Ideally, Action is being taken to 'lift the 
ies reporting earnings. as much as At present, _ the effect· of the. introduced-last week, the- Federal · the answer would be s.tepped up restrictions on offshore oil drilling, _j. 
90 per cent· higher. During the Arab oil boycott is unpredictable, . Gas and Oil corporation "would production of the ample domestic and it is tikely that strip mining 
60's, major oil companies'profits but estimates of resulting enetgy develop publicly owned oil and gas ·' reserves, · hut profit-hungry oil s.aiety regulations will be · by 
increas ed by more than 100 losses range from the .oil compan- resources on federaHands in· order ·companies are not c~perative. passed while production in these 
?ercent. \es who da\m a loss of up to six to satisfy national energy needs The oil ocompanies' . previous pol-· areas is stepped up;. · • 
Of course, the rcent Arab oil . million barrels a -day or 20 to ·30 rather ·that . t:o -maximize · private· icies ha¥e prevented domes tie America is now on the verge of 
bovcot t of the US has intensified per·cent of our present daily sector profijs." · <- explorations anp investments;-- i n- an ener-gy search which the · 
th~ already existing shortages as consumption of 17 million .barrels, Numerous legislative proposals eluding constr uction of refineries, ·washington Post called a "crash· 
wc-11 as the accusations. But to Rep.Frank Brasco (D-New have been introduced to provide which the industry claims take two program of the same magnitude as 
a mong the charges and counter- York) who told the House the short term solutions to the energy to three years to build. It is the Manhatten projec t which 
char ges, there are some, albeit shortage is about 1.6 million ·shortage. Some conservation apparent that the federal govern- developed the atom bomb"-· and 
d isp~ted, facts. barrels ·per day or less than 10 measures have already been im- ment efforts to develop domestic with a s li t tle r ega rd for th.e 
First of .all,. America has oil. percent of our daily consumption. plemented by state governments, resources will not be immediate, if consequences. 
Environmental programs embellish College·· setting, · 
By JANKRANC 
B&G STAFF WRITER 
Panelling and carpeting part of 
the snack bar may sound like some 
student's extravagant request of 
Santa, but it looks like oid St. Nick 
just might make it to Regis this 
year -in the form of the fi r st 
stages of the massive environ· 
mental concern program. 
Not exactly an ecological cam-
paign, the environmental concern 
program aims to improve the total 
campus climate and environment 
in a variety of ways. The 
n>novation of the snack bar is only 
one phase, primarily planned for 
the benefit of the day students. In 
addition to the panelled walls and 
possible carpeting, a color televi-
sion set and comfortable lounge 
furniture will be available to give 
the students a place to relax. 
"We're hoping to develop spirit 
and add attractiveness to the 
building," stated Dean of Students 
L. Morgan Lavin, "but we need 
some 'instant wins' so the students 
can see what's going on." Also in 
the "instant win" category are 
such items as the expansion of the 
radio station, panelling and car-
peting for Room 201 in the Student 
Center and the conversion of that 
room in to a work studio for 
student activities. 
One of the bigger changes in the 
future is the updating of the 
campus dorms. Father Bill 
Williams wants to make the 
residence halls an integrated part 
of living and learning process of 
college life. "It should be a source 
of growth, a conducive place for 
living with people every day," he 
commented. The program plans to 
impr ove that atmosphere of liv-
ing-of course it can never be home, 
but it could offer a number of 
options of lifestyles to the . stu-
dents. These options include a real 
language house where students 
would live and learn the language 
through constant use and a portion 
of a dorm designated for students 
with common interests such as art. 
Programs like Lynn Hansen's 
Women's Programming could 
move into the halls to reach 
interested students. 
All these plans are directed 
towards the improvement of the 
non-academic environment of the 
college. Dean Lavin feels that it is 
necessary to get out of the current 
sterile atmosphere in the dorms 
and make them more comfortable 
as places for being close and 
communicating with others. He 
would also like to see space made 
available in the dorms for teachers 
to come in and talk to students, to 
help them apply book knowledge 
from the classrooms to practical 
situations. 
Space utilization is a major 
factor in the coming face-lift of the 
living facilities at Regis. Room use 
will be reviewed and depending on 
the enrollment, any unused space 
will be converted to better use o 
for the students. Even kitchen-
ettes in O'Connell are ho longer as 
remote as they had previously 
been-if extra space is found and 
the students decide they want a 
kitchenette, then they might be 
granted their request, all in the 
name of better space utilization 
E xecutive Committee for their factor to effec t change and like- students, the faculty, and t he 
recommendations concerning the wise t he greatest support must administration. In an effort to 
Student Center and a rough draft come from the students," Dean enrich this living and learning 
of proposals has been completed. Lavin concluded. process, the environmental con-
The next step is the establishment Bridging the gap betwenn the cern program w ill be on its feet 
of priorities. academic and the non-academic when school reopens in January, 
Meanwhile, the students need to experience is the responsibility ready for a new year slated with 
make a few adjustments too ~o~f ~th~e~e~n:tJ~· r~e~R=e:g~is~c~o:m_:m~u:n:i~ty:..:_:t:h:e_ 1rch;,:.a:,n.:;g:;.e;..s_a_n_d_i1 _n;..p_rn_v_"_"~_1_')_nt_s_._r Both Father Williams and Dean r 
Lavin would like a "proerty 
consciousness" to be developed on 
the part of the students. By 
tolerating vandalism and other 
assorted rip-offs by some members 
of the student community, all the 
and the environmental concern 
program. 
The gears of the administration 
are already turning. Dean Lavin 
has sent letters to the dorms for 
suggestions from the students as 
to what changes they would like to 
see. He has met with the Student 
students are losing by contribut-
ing to the attitude that permits 
those rip-offs. "The students' 
attitude isthe most influential 
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Recently, we have received several complaints dealing with the use 
of language in the Brown and Gold. The point has been brought up 
that in some instances we permit the use of words that are less than 
socially acceptable. 
In no instance that we can remember, did these words slip past us 
unnoticed. Therefore, it can be assumed that we permitted their use. 
The reason that we Jet them go was not that we lack taste or our 
judgment is not discriminating. On the contra~y, ea:h one of these 
words was carefully considered before we perm1tted 1t to be typeset. 
The Brown and Gold is essentially and primarily a student 
publication. Students have a very definite way of expressing 
themselves. They speak honestly and bluntly, and we fe_el this is a 
good thing. Whenever you see a w~rd that you w?u~d h~s1tate to .u~e 
in mixed company, remember that m the context 1t IS bemg used 1t ~s 
an appropriate word. We do not encourage the use of such words m 
order to spice up the paper with a liberal flavor. In fac~, we 
discourage their use. But if a writer is attempting to ~xpress h1m or 
herself, especially in a column of Letter to the Ed1tor, we must 
carefully consider if the word is "dirty" in the context used. Usual~y, 
it is not. The word itself is not inherently obscene. Its obscemty 
depends on context. 
Some words, although, are unuseable. They carry such ~trong 
connotations that we cannot possibly permit them to appear m the 
paper. We feel that our writers and readers will be able to discern 
what these words are and avoid them. They will be cut and re~Iaced 
in any stories in which they appear. The Brown and Gold IS not 
degraded by the occasional use of such words .. L~t us say, though, 
1that their use is definitely not encouraged and md1cate a somewhat 
unoriginal mind on the part of the author. 
In the last issue of the Brown and Gold, we dropped an unexpected 
bombshell by the name of the ''the Virginian." No one here ever 
dreamed that the student body would take that article so personally, 
but in retrospect we are glad that they did. . . . 
The article was emotional, overstated, and at times 1rratwnal and 
incoherent. But there is no doubt as to our decision to print it .. It 
represented the feelings of a student, and the Brown and Gold IS a 
student newspaper. . 
Most people agreed that behind all the mangle emotiOns expressed 
n1 the article was a valid issue--that Regis men and women do suffer 
from a lack of understanding. The reaction of the students to the 
art l ' '.IP. tended to magnify this sad fact . 
Dear Editor, 
In light of your recent [Novem-
ber 2] article in the brown and gold 
concerning the dispensing of birth 
control pills at the Student Health 
Center, this would appear to. be a 
good time ~o submit a s1mp~e 
statement of policy adhered to m 
the Regis College Student Health 
Center. Dr. Zarlengo does not 
prescribe the pill or any other 
form of contraGeption for any 
student. 
I hope this brief statement ':'ill 
clarify any questions regardmg 
the school's policy in this area. 
Please feel free to talk with the 
doctor or me if any other questions 
arise. 
Thank you, 
Jaynne DeWitt, R.N. 
Virginian 
answered 
Dear Editor, 
As if it is not enough that the 
women (note absence of quotation 
marks) must be subjected to 
academic and intellectual conde-
scation, we must now become 
witness to the pompous moralizing 
of an individual who Jacks even the 
conviction to disclose his or her 
name. Such an article, run under 
the headline of "Regis men and 
women suffer lack of understand-
ing," one would have to co~cl.u_de 
that the only existent cred1b1hty 
gap is between author's ears. The 
article is, of course, Judr1crous, but 
that is not the issue, or is the 
content. It is appalling that such 
an article be printed, but it is 
pathetic that this "person" \note 
presence of quotation marks) 
believes it. 
Susan McDougall 
W<> attended one of the Friday evening talks in the dorms 
concerning the facts brougt up in the article. The discussion was 
surprisingly sincere and a little enlightening. It p~oved one~ .and for Dear Editor, 
all that Hegis and its students can make somethmg mag~1f~ce?t. of While reading the article "Regis 
themselve~ and their experiences here. But, as usual, the V1rgm1an men and women suffer lack of 
affair" was a one-day furor, and now it has died down to a faded understanding," a thought banged 
memory in most of our minds. away in my head. 
This controversy was not fomented by the Brown and Gold. The Could those "Regis men" who so 
Virginian is not even a member of our staff. .T~e Brown an~ Gold artificially and arbitrarily stereo-
strives to be a forum for students' needs and op1mons. All we did was typed every woman on this 
fulfil: our obligation to you by printing what the Virginian had to say campus a "turtle-neck," be the 
and in this issue, what the reactions to that article were. The Brown same "men" who pick fights with 
and Gold as an organization played little if any part in this affair. We freshmen, find derogatory names 
just let the students assert themselves. This has happened before, for people of different races, and 
notably when Father Pedrotti hit the engin~ering progra~. We do any people who stand up to them, 
not need to provide the issues; you can do 1t yourselves If you feel "hard asses?" · 
strongly enou~ In view of this, I have one ;_:.:._::_=:.::_..:._ __ ::::.:. _____________________ "1 "constructive" thought; that }te 
118.1- The Brown and Gold is publish-ed semimonthly during the aca-, demic year. It is the official student 
. _ newspaper of Regis College. Edi-A.. GO~"Dtorial opinion expressed in this G If) publication does not necessarily 
reflect that of the administration, 
R~i::Qii:i ~tud~i::nt F!~i::WSpap~i::r faculty, or student body. 
t:-dl"tor .... . ...... . ............ . .............. Dan Lippe 
· ... · · ... .. · rome Kell Managmg Ed1tor ............................... . ..... Je . Y 
News Editor . . . ..... . ...... . .............. .. ....... Teresa Blickhan 
rleporters. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... Jean DeCoursey, Lyle Cheeny, 
King Gladden, Mike Gorrell, Jan Krane, 
Dave Pettinari, Mary Phillips 
Jo Schlicht, Julie Shutts, Jim Verce 
Anne Vii Iotti, Mary Watson 
·'hotographers ............ .. . . . . ... .. . . . .. Paul Meistrell, Tom Tully 
Bill Hanagan , Chns Larson 
and the rest of the "men" go 
carefully, very carefully, examine 
the nearest available mirror! 
Joseph M. Lantamana 
Dear Editor, 
While pondering on how to reply 
to the article by the Virginian 
which appeared in the November 
16 edition of the Brown and Gold, 
my immediate thought was to 
answer the Virginian by playing 
his own game. I wanted, at first, 
to malign him and the men at 
Regis with gross generalities, and 
to the 
to emotionally short-change them 
in the same way he did the women. 
However, 1 find I cannot do that. I 
must put aside any irrationally 
angry defense of Regis. wom~n.; I 
must put aside any msens1t1ve 
attack against Regis ~en. I c~n 
simply state only my frrm convic-
tion that no matter whether man 
or woman, if we are to engage in 
healthy relatio~ships, we must as 
individuals approach each other 
firstly as persons, and secondly as 
members of a specific sex. 
The Virginian would have us 
believe that each and every 
woman at Regis deliberately 
flaunts herself before persons of 
the male persuasion in order to 
gratify some neurotic, self-abusive 
need. Granted, there are a few 
young women who seem to be 
behaving, for one reason or 
another, in a deliberately seduc-
tive manner. It is not my purpose 
here to praise or to censure them. 
But, it is my contention that many 
who do act in this fashion do so 
only because this behavior has 
been reenforced and rewarded by 
male attention. . This kind of 
attention these girls feel they can 
get in no other way. 
It would be interesting to 
discover how many Regis students 
men and women, can honestly say 
they are approached by or ap-
proach members of the opposite 
sex as persons. Perhaps, if the 
women of whom the Virginian 
speaks were to be approached not 
as, to quote the Virginian himself, 
"that high-nosed piece of ass," but 
rather as a person who is a woman, 
they would fee lno need to display 
their physical endowments in 
order to alleviate their· loneliness 
and attract the kind of male 
attention they feel they can get. 
By the same token, were Regis 
.women to approach Regis men not 
as a potential marital "catch," or as 
a symbol of status on campus, or as 
a means to gratify some emotional 
whim, but rather as a person who 
is a man, there would be no need. 
for the Virginian and those like 
him to voice such impassioned and 
angry criticism. 
Evidently, the Virginian and 
those who should agree with him 
seem to have had unsatisfactory 
and incomplete relationships with 
some women at Regis. 'Perhaps 
they have invited these unsatis-
factory results on themselves by 
choosing to ignore the personhood 
of the women they've been in 
contact with by looking at only the 
surface .behavior. Were they to 
openly initiate social intercourse 
with women at Regis by treating 
each one as a wholly unique and 
indi;idual person, they would 
invite and, I believe, receive a 
response from these women which 
would prove highly satisfactory 
and which could lead to a very 
fruitful and complete relationship. 
Unfortunately; as long as the 
Virginian and his comrades view 
Regis women as fragmentary 
beg-\ns noticing only their parts, 
their "shapely bottoms ... legs ... 
big bosoms ... or cover girl face .. 
£ditor 
." their relationships will also be 
fragmentary and unfruitful. 
"Zoey" 
Dear Editor, 
TO THE VIRGINIAN: 
This is a public apology for the 
hanging of your effigy in the public 
square. I want to make it clear 
that I, as one of three involved, 
wanted to bring the article to 
immediate attention before the 
weekend swallowed it. I'm glad it 
worked. 
As for the article, I'm gla!! 
someone had courage enough to 
write it. I thought the opinions 
stated were a little hot-headed, 
but well-stated. I doubt if my 
upb~inging was any more moral 
thl;ln yours, but I still am a little 
reluctant to hop into . bed with 
anyone on only an inclination. And 
I know I would denounce anyone, 
privately and even though it's 
none of my business, who did so as 
a matter of regularity with anyone 
and everyone. Some girls have 
courage and enough self·pride to 
believe in what they do in this 
matter, but I don't think I could 
carry it off; especially in the 
atmosphere which controls this 
small town of Regis. 
Admit it. This place is too small 
for anyone the least bit insecure 
and insincere to stick his or her 
neck out. It takes time to trust 
someone and sometimes I wonder 
how many guys on this campus are 
trustworthy or sincere. 
You speak of girls playing 
"Sadie Hawkins." I think it would 
be great if people would be so 
relaxed. But, the major problem 
in girls asking guys to join them 
{or a movi.e, etc., may be tbat i.t 
just isn't culturally accepted yet 
(yet it is certainly acceptable), and 
this makes it harder for a girl to 
ask a guy out than vice versa. It 
seems too, that the girls on this 
campus have more spending mon-
ey than most of the guys, so this 
practice is certainly feasible. 
As for the style of "high-waist-
ed" pants (turtle-necks, I'M 
SURE!), I wouldn't get too upset 
over them. Styles come and go. 
But, I will say that if they fit 
properly, they are more comfort-
able than the baggiest, least-re-
vealing hiphuggers. I think they 
are more attractive than the short 
miniskirts too, and more people 
can wear high-waisted pants with-
out looking like fools. 
I've said enough. I want to 
commend you on your article, I 
enjoyed it; and I think some of the 
girls who became so indignant 
over it may have been the girls 
you were talking about. Good luck 
in the future and keep pushing 
your beliefs. You just may find the 
girl(s) you are looking for among 
the Regis coeds; there are plenty 
Please turn 
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Watergate turbulence opens impeachment floodgates 
By DAVE PETTINARI 
B&G STAFF WRITER 
conflict and these changes brought orderly transfer of power when 
on are reciprocal. Conflict will that power has been abused by 
cause chanJ:l'e, and changes in the any man. I say we ought to 
society will bring upon us more undertake this task of impeach-
There are various internal conflict. However, all this will ment, which is a process of 
strains and external stresses on result in a better America. institutionalized conflict, by con-
the executive branch of govern- The two actors in this great structively utilizing prescribed 
ment that, if not relieved by drama are seeking mutually in- means to accomplish the recaptor-
drastic measures, will bring the compatible goals which have ing of the power by the people 
government as we know it tumbl- brought on this conflict: the which they have so unwisely given 
ing down around our ears. Some executive branch, embodied in the up to the government. 
of the internal strains leaving the President, seeks unfettered power This present conflict has been 
executive branch infirm are: a to do as it pleases, even if it means instrumental in that it has shown 
dearth of operational personnel ' resorting to unethical or criminal us that there are many diverse 
due to resignation, termination,,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ indictment, or incarceration; an fi 
awesome cloud of low morale and 
Gue~t Editorifll 
have become uncontainable. Un-
wanted change in this necessary 
institution will have ramifications 
throughout the rest of society, 
perhaps resulting in such things as 
race riots, strikes, political revolu-
tionary activity, and other mani-
festat,ions of social disorganization 
and discontent. We must resolve 
these stresses and strains as they 
arise and not allow them to mount 
up over time. 
Finally, we must be certain that 
these political and social adjust-
ments we make are not discarded 
after this conflict abates, for as 
Thomas Jefferson once said, 
"Eternal vigilance is the price of 
freedom." 
pessimism hangs over Washington 
like a Denver smog inversion, due 
to the rude awakening of some of 
the well-meaning men in govern-
ment; an aura of all-pervasive fear ~;mgj~~~~-ili~~~~iiiiiii~~~mii~~Eiiiliiii~~iltfil 
of being given the axe by the 
President or being «found out" by 
crusading journalists and prosecu-
tors; an atmosphere of sell-protec-
tion, the "I didn't do anything, he 
did it" syndrome. External 
pressures brought to bear include 
the aroused sense of righteous 
indignation of the American 
people which manifests itself in 
the media and in the letters 
pouring into the nation's capital; 
the defiant stance of a Congress 
goaded by circumstance into final-
ly assuming their proper role in 
the scheme of things as the 
balancing antagonist to the execu-
tive; the class conflict brought on 
by the dissatisfaction of the poor 
and middle class Americans by 
conscious design of the executive 
and the favoring of the business 
and upper classes of the society by 
him; the disintegration of many of 
our traditional and basic institu-
tions established for the weHare of 
the people caused hy frittering 
away utterly frivolous amounts of 
our resources on defense spend-
ing. These are only a few 
instances I can call to mind at the 
present of internal strains and 
external pressures on the execu-
tive branch heightened by recent 
political events. 
THE POLITICS OF POWER 
Power is what the confronta-
tion between the executive and 
the Congress is all about. Because 
of the many abuses perpetrated by 
this administration, collectively 
known as Watergate, there has 
been a power vacuum created 
which the Congress is trying to fill. 
These events have created much 
dissensus and conflict among our 
people. Now, the effects of this 
means to attain its ends. The 
Congress seeks to reestablish its 
position as a constitutionally-es-
tablished coequal branch of gov-
ernment; to ensure that the 
people's business is taken care of; 
to see that the sacred public trust 
placed in all elected officials is 
chastely perserved; and to reas-
sert the rule of law in a preferred 
position to the rule of men. The 
foregoing conflicts and natural 
conflicts are natural and are built 
into our system--the executive and 
the Congress should have standing 
"agreements to disagree." The 
absence of conflict between these 
two partially aotonomous subunits 
of the ruling elite would be very 
abnormal indeed, and that is not 
what any reasonable man would 
argue for. 
Inevitably, this interorganiza-
tional dispute in our government 
has led to the seemingly taboo talk 
of impeachment. The dominant 
culture views the mere mention of 
this word as a heinous sin against 
the "sacred commandments" of 
our political traditions. But I say 
we should not be afraid of this 
prospect, for even though critics 
allege that it is an unhealthy step 
to take, quite the contrary is true. 
The founding fathers wrote a 
Constitution and created institu-
tions which provided for the 
factions of our people with differ-
ent values and indeed different 
outlooks as to what is right and 
wrong in the political arena. 
Conflict is neither identical to 
nor indicative of social disorganiza-
tion--we can proceed without 
worrying about dealing the body 
politic a fatal blow. Suppression of 
this present conflict situation will 
only lead to further erosion of the 
basic freedoms that Americans 
once held fast in their hearts and 
which they vehemently defended 
against all attempts at encroach-
ment. 
I feel Congress must and shall 
win this competition for the role as 
the seat of political power. Now, 
of course, there is a necessity for 
some degree of overall .direction, 
coordination, and control; but this 
must be subordinated to the will of 
the people and the rule of law. 
This administration has refused 
to utilize better management 
techniques using established pro-
cedures for bringing together 
opposing sides in this conflict, 
establishing better communica-
tions between the two factions of 
government, and achieving mutu-
ally satisfactory compromises. By" 
refusing to attempt to relieve 
pressure in a few sore spots, the 
President has allowed tensions to 
continue to snowball until they 
A HORSE, A HORSE, MY KINGDOM FOR A HORSE! 
The President is just as deter· 
mined that they shall not. 
The executive has a decided 
advantage over the Congress in 
that much power has accrued to it 
over the years by default on the 
part·of the Congress. Power once 
lost is not so easily regained. 
Those who say that this power 
struggle is mere politics are right 
in what they say, for in the 
move-and-countermove atmo-
sphere of Washington, political 
jockeying and maneuvering for 
position are overtly manifested by 
the phenomenon we refer to as 
politics. One cannot see "power" 
per se, nor can we measure it, but 
one can see how it is revealed in 
political activity. Its existence and 
strength can be inferred from its 
effects. 
Nixon has lost much of his 
power over our destinies for he 
has lost many of the vital 
resources to the eercies of power. 
He is no longer granted legitimacy 
by the press or by the people--in-
deed his performance is credible in 
the eyes of only 27 percent of the 
American people. He has re-
treated into himself as is his 
custom when he is besieged upon 
all sides. If he does not 
communicate with the American 
people in an open and candid 
manner, he cannot hope to per-
suade them that he is worthly of 
their trust and support. He has 
made an attempt at communica-
tion of late, but because of his long 
self-imposed isolation, he still is 
tainted by the smell of not being 
exactly above-board. In public he 
conveys the image of nervousness 
and instability. 
Nixon knows where the power 
resides and just what chords to 
strike to invoke that power. 
Because Congress has been trying 
to assert itself on behalf of the 
people, Nixon has responded by 
vetoing beneficial legislation to 
punish the Congress for its non-
compliance with his will in other 
areas. He manipulates informa-
tion aimed at consumption by the 
masses through subterfuge, ra-
tionalization, coverup, and in many 
cases by absolute out-and-out lying 
(for example, How many different 
figures did the White House put 
out on Nixon's personal proper ty 
at San Clemente? What really 
happened to the missing tapes? 
How can Nixon be morally and 
legally justified in firing Cox?). 
Nixon, when he doesn't want to 
answer a legitimate question con-
cerning criminal activity invokes 
"na tiona! security" (he makes 
claims to "special know)edge" that 
we are not privvy to, saying that 
only he knows what is in the 
national interest--which to him 
more often than not corresponds 
to Nixon Security!). Nixon, when 
he is in the heat of a domestic 
crisis, always reminds us that his 
expertise is in the international 
arena, and maintains that he was 
too busy with this to be aware of 
the activities of his administration. 
Failing all these ploys, Nixon 
goes on nationwide television to 
present one of his emotion-filled 
exercises in rhetoric and circum-
locution. But Nixon is slowly 
losing his power of attraction in 
this area as more and more people 
are becoming aware of his facade 
of innocense and respecability. As 
his speeches plunge to the depths 
of illegitimacy, Nixon's authority 
follows on its heels. 
- Nixon no longer retains either 
positive or negative power-·he is 
no longer successful in imple· 
menting his legislative program 
and on the other hand is increas-
ingly powerless to prevent Con-
gress from passing the legislation 
for the benefit of the people which 
they have been clamoring for for 
years. 
Nixon could be 
pushed with his back to the wall 
and could use force to maintain 
control. By this I mean he could 
declare martial law and arrest all 
opponents including Congressmen 
(all he would need as justification 
would be some imminent interna· 
tiona) crisis). This is not as 
far-fetched as it sounds--rumor has 
it that contingency plans are 
already drawn up. We must take 
steps to prevent Nixon from 
invoking that power, for the sake 
of America. Let's use the avenue 
given us by the Constitution and 
impeach the man now before he 
can move against 
. Us 
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To sign or not to sign 
Teachers raise contract question 
By MIKE GORRELL 
B&G STAFF WRITER 
Regis College is on the verge of 
becoming the first of 28 Jesuit 
colleges and universities to arrive 
at a collective bargaining 
agreement. The agreement 
between the Regis College 
Administration and the Regis 
College Chapter of the American 
Association of University 
Professors [AAUP] is in its final 
stages of completion and 
for the election held on December 
13,1972. This bargaining unit 
included "all regular part-time 
ranked faculty and lecturers 
currently teaching at least three 
semester hours and those who 
have taught at least three 
~remester hours in at least one of 
the two previous academic-
semesters; all professional 
librarians, all department 
charrman, all division directors, 
ar:~ all athletic coaches who also 
teach at least three semester 
reallocations. The 
mismanagement of the budget was 
questioned and the R.E.A. said 
that they would bring in experts to 
analye the budget and see where 
money could be obtained, for 
instance by better management of 
the land owned by Regis. 
The A.A.U.P. said that if the 
students want a quality education, 
they have to consider a tuition 
increase." 
The collective bargaining of the 
AAUP was designed to deal 
primarily with the salary schedule 
and fringe benefits, academic 
freedom and tenure, and a revision 
of theFaculty Handbook, the old 
• version of which came out in 1967. 
The bargaining began March5 and 
,. extended to the third week in 
"' May. It resumed in the first part 
of August and continued until an 
agreement was reached on August 
30 concerning the critical salary 
program. Since that time, minor 
details of the contract have been 
scrutinized and discussed and are 
being agreed upon. 
'~ 
:t i ,., 
photo by Chris Larson 
The following are a few of the 
general policies which the AAUP 
tries to work for: Academic 
freedom and tenure, protection in 
regards to extramlJral statements, 
and "retrenchment in the face of 
James F. Bresnahan S.J . is one of the leading spokesmen for the 
AAUP in tt1e collective bargaining agreements. 
financial exigency." 
Due to a cutback in financial 
assistance from tne government in 
the period from 1968-70, 
particularly to scientific 
researchers, the point concerning 
·\..... · retrenchment became important. 
I'~'- The government cutback, along rl! '~ with declining enrollment, affected j a..'! smaller schools such as Regis 
' ... .... " College to a greater extent than it 
•t~ · y-:J did a large public college or 
, J# university. Retrenchment 
' { involves the administration 
photo by Chris Larson 
Or. J . Michael Conner is president of the Regis Chapter of the 
American Association of University Professors . 
expectations are that it will be hours; all of whom are currently 
signed before the close of the employed at Regis College in 
current semester. The Brown and Denver, Colorado. 
Gold has obtained advance copy of To be excluded from this group 
some provisions of the contract, are all office-clerical employees, 
but an in-depth report on the guards, officers of the 
provisions of the contract will be ad m i n i s t r a ti on an d 
presented after the signatures are · Administrative Staff, all other 
in place on the contract. supervisors as defined in the act, 
The AAUP is the oldest and and all other employees." 
largest professional organization All faculty members were asked 
dealing with the needs of to vote for the REA, the AAUP, or 
university professors and research Neither. The results of the 
scholars. Unlike its main election of December 13 produced 
competitors, the American 43 votes for the AAUP. 42 for the 
Federation of Teachers (AFT) and REA, and 12 votes against both 
the National Education agents. A run-off election on 
Association (NEA), the AAUP is January 24,1973, with the "no-
not a collective bargaining agent agent" eliminated, resulted in a· 
for K-12 teachers (kindergarten 50-41 vote in favor ·of the AAUP as 
through 12th grade), but is representatives of the bargaining 
concerned solely with college unit 
educators. The Regis Chapter of Two days before the December 
the AA UP was initiated in · election, both the AAUP and the 
September of 1972 with Dr. J. REA appeared before the Student 
Michael Conner the first active Senate Board of Judicial Review to 
president. This local chapter was answer the questions of that 
established as an alternative board. Both factions agreed on the 
organization for those faculty majority of questions asked, but 
members who did not wish to join there were a few differences. 
the NEA. Due to an An example of this concerned 
overwhelmingly favorable the raising of tuition as a means of 
response to a questionnaire providing income to cover a 
distributed to the faculty teacher salary increase. "The 
members, the AAUP was placed A.A.U.P. stated that they must 
on the ballot in an NEA initiated borrow on their future. Father 
election. The NEA had asked the Bresnahan felt tliat a larger deficit 
National Labor Relations Board could be gotten if it was necessary. 
for a certification election which He also felt that students are 
would decide whether or not there capable of paying more; and 
would be a collective bargaining scholarships would be available to 
commission, and, if so, which those who are not capable. Regis 
group would receive the cannot survive unless it offers 
certification to represent the better teaching and larger salaries 
faculty. are necessary for better teachers. 
A conference of the National Better teachers are necessary 
Labor Relations Board, the because students are demanding 
Administration of the college, the them, in Father Bresnahan's 
Regis Education Association opinion. 
(NEA), and the Regis Chapter of R.E.A. then raised the question 
the AA UP produced a compromise of a tuition increase and they 
which the NLRB accepted as a stated that they were definitely 
definition of the bargaining unit against it. Rather they are for 
. deciding to dismiss a person, 
whose skills are not needed at his 
or her present institution because 
of economic reasons. The 
professor then seeks to be 
relocated at another school or in 
industry where his or her services 
may be needed. 
Extramural statements are 
those public statements made by a 
professor as a citizen. "When he 
speaks or writes as a citizen, he 
should be free from institutional 
censorship or retribution.... He 
should be at all times accurate, 
should exercise appropriate 
restraint." The professor should 
be protected from administrative 
retributions; however, the 
professor must be careful that his 
listeners know that he is not 
speaking in behalf of school policy. 
Academic freedom allows the 
teacher the means of pursuing 
broad academic goals. Through it 
"the teacher is entitled to full 
freedom in research and in the 
publication of his results." He 
should not neglect his classes in 
favor of his research. "The 
Men and women needed as finan-
cial advisors to college students. 
Will be working on college cam-
puses. Neat appearance, sales 
experience helpful, but not nec-
essary, only the aggressive need 
apply. $10;000. Call Mr. Dippel at 
455-7403. 
teacher is entitled to freedom in this and the next academic years, 
the classroom in discussing his "awards of merit for outstanding 
subject." The only situation where teaching and/or service" will be 
this would be qualified, is in a case made by the president upon the 
where the administration of a recommendation of the Rank and 
religiously affiliated college wouid Tenure Committee. "A minimum 
state that there is something they of ten teaching excellence awards 
do not wish the teacher to present, at a minimum of $300 each will be 
and this must be clearly stated awarded for 1974-1975. These 
before the teacher is hired. awards ... do not affect the base 
The concept of tenure was an salary." Librarians receive the 
area in which the AAUP and the same salary determinations as 
NEA disagreed. Under the terms faculty members, but their 
submitted by the AAUP. academic contract covers the entire year. 
tenure is achieved after seven The faculty are already being paid 
years of full-time employment at according to these contract 
any college. This gives the faculty provisions even before the 
member a fairly long period of contract has been signed. 
time to prove himself, and once In the 1914-15 academic year, 
tenure is achieved, it provides "Full-time faculty and librarians 
some security of academic receive salary increases of six 
freedom. It also provides the percent and one-quarter of the 
administration and fellow faculty Consumer Price Index increase 
with a good deal of time to judge over six percent and up to ten 
the faculty member, and puts percent. The CPI will be 
"heat " on the school to decide calculated from July 1973 through 
whether or not to keep that faculty June 1974." 
member while that person is still among the frinJre benefits 
young er Jugh to get a position included in the r lauses of the 
elsewhere. Once tenure has been contract, are terms covering 
achieved, only "moral terpitude retirement, health insurance, and 
and gross incompetence" can be group-life insurance. Long and 
reasons for firing the individual. short term disability benefits are 
Tenure was not as clearly also provided for. 
defined by the NEA, and could be In the opinion of Fr. Clark, the 
achieved with fewer years of main problem of the negotiations 
service to a college. involved in the settleement of this 
The proposed contract does not contract was the unexpected, 
deal directly with many of the inflationary spiral in the cost of 
above matters. It does deal with living. Inflation caused a much 
grievance procedures for some of higher settlement than anyone had 
the above issues and with a salary previously expected. He was 
schedule which is based of the time pleased, however, that the lenght 
in rank and the degree held by the of the contract excede one year 
faculty member. The contract (it will be a two year contract 
deals with promotion increases extending through 1975), and in 
and increases in the cost of living. general, felt that he had a "good 
In addition to salary increases for understanding with the faculty." 
Business Research Assistant 
Men and women needed as personal and professional growth 
financial ad visors to college opportunity for hard-working 
students. Will be working on student interested in business. 
college campuses. Neat The job requires 20 hours per 
appearance, sales experience week and can be full-time during 
helpful but not necessary, only the summer and vacations. Work 
aggressive need apply. $10,000. hours can be staggered to meet 
Call Mr. Dippel at 455-7403. school schedule and work 
Denver based management experience. Interested students 
consultant firm is seeking an send brief letter describing 
exceptional student- graduate or background. Include: college, 
undergraduate - to work as an major, GP A, and work experience. 
administrative and research Send reply to P.O. Box 6802, 
assistant. This is an outstanding Cherry Creek Station, Denver, 
~!J!~l'!~~~ ro lorado 80206. 
CHRISTMAS 
TOGEIHER AT A SPHlAL 
Orisbms Miss, Ihmixr 16 at 
' .. -
~·· 
Grad remenlbers days when Ranch was a zoo 
By JOHN F. SAUER 
As this is my last semester at 
Regis, I can't help but think about 
bow things have changed here at 
the Ranch. It seems like only last 
week when I first came to this 
school. My first semester was, 
a memorable one, and I ask all of 
the freshmen today to compare 
their semester with mine. 
It was Freshman Orientation 
1969, August 25, when I pulled 
my '!i6 Ford behind O'Connell Hall 
and unloaded all my meager 
belonging. My assigned room was 
314, and my roommate was a wild 
Irish country boy from Cedar 
Rapids, Iowa named Denny Lowe. 
The entire male freshman class 
was stashed in O'Connell Hall, and 
all the female boarders were 
placed in Carroll. DeSmet was 
totally upperclassmen with a good 
percentage of lobby sitters. There 
was no such thing as coed 
dormitories at this time. 
I dumped everything in my 
room; that is, my suitcase my 
clothes-bag, and my clock radio. 
Back then, no one had a television 
and very few possessed a decent 
stereo. I taped a couple of small 
posters to the wall just to give old 
314 a touch of hominess. Everyone 
wa.s grasping for some sort of 
identity, and uncarpeted, venetian 
blinded, and metal-doored ·O'Con-
nel presented quite a challenge. 
During that time tradition was 
prevalent . Freshman Orientation 
was a four week program which 
ended at the Freshman Frolic, the 
dance which concluded all the 
hazing of initiation into Regis. All 
freshmen were required to wear 
brown and gold beanies and name 
tags. You weren't allowed in the 
cafeteria without them. Besides 
that, all the guys had to wear coats 
and ties, and the new girls had to 
wear skirts. Colorado had a 
record-long summer in 1969 as the 
temperature stayed in the BO's 
through September. This added to 
our discomfort beneath those wart 
coats and ties. 
Sunday was the only day we 
could wear what we wished. 
Every frosh looked forward to 
Sunday because froom Monday 
through Saturday you were every 
upperclassman's personal slave. If 
you weren't helping a couple of 
seniors move into Brooks Towers, 
then you were shining· shoes or 
waxing some sophomore's car. If a 
trunk needed to be carried up to 
DeSmet fourth floor, then a couple 
freshmen were elected. If you 
refused, you'd end up sitting in a 
wastebasket holding two books 
out at arm's length. If they 
wanted Der Dogs at .11:30 p.m. 
then we had to sneak out of the 
dorm and get them. Oh, that's 
right--I forgot to mention the fact 
that we had hours: 10:30 p.m. on 
weekdays and 2:00a.m. on Friday 
and Saturday nights. Every 
weeknight at exactly 10:30 the bell 
rang on all three floors of 
O'Connell. Each wing's RA made 
the room check to make sure you 
were in. If you weren't, you got 
campused. That meant you had to 
stay in your room on Friday night 
and study. That's right, study!so 
TV, radio, or stereo was allowed, 
and you had to check in with your 
RA every hour on the hour from 7 
p.m. until 1 a.m. 
If you missed the 10:30 room 
check more than three times, you 
got slapped with a weekend 
campus. This was a stiffer form of 
punishment as your were to check 
in every hour on the hour from 5 
p.m. until 2 a.m. on Friday, 
Saturday, and even Sunday night! 
There was no such thing as open 
house until November, when the 
Dean set aside a few hours on 
a Sunday, in which we were 
allowed to go to the girls' rooms in 
Carroll, and they were allowed to 
come up to ours. All of this was to 
take place within the hours of 1 
p.m. and 6 p.m., and as I recall only 
about 20 girls came to visit. A lot 
of guys cleaned up their rooms and 
~  
even bought cakes and refresh-
ment but to no avail. I think the 
ladies were afraid they might not 
be released come six o'clock. 
There was only four open house 
days in my first semester at Regis. 
If you had a date with a girl that 
lived in Carroll Hall, you had to 
wait for her in the lobby after you 
phoned her from the desk. If 
youdid go up to her room and got 
caught, your name was sent to 
Dea~ Houlihan, you got campused, 
or fmed, or all three. 
Back then RA's were always 
around, and they always seemed 
to be on duty. They carried fine 
books with them at all times, and 
you could pick up a notice for 
merely playing your radio too 
loud. Their work was cut out for 
them, though, and unlike today's 
RA's, they earned every penny 
they were paid to keep things in 
order. We did everything we 
could to drive them out of their 
minds. If it wasn't someone 
flooding the showers of pouring 
cement down the drainpipes, then 
it was another guy squirting the 
firehoses (now disconnected for 
obvious reasons) . If the payphone, 
wasn't being stolen from the wall 
booth, then the trash chute was 
being set on fire. Rich Fortin, the 
dorm director tried to keep things 
cool, but with an entire dorm of 
freshmen guys and only six 
dedicated soldiers of Ra rank, the 
task was tremendous. 
The cafeteria played the part of 
the Roman Coliseum during Or-
ientation as each innocent fresh-
man was fed to the hungry 
upperclassmen at mealtime. Such 
events as pie~eating contests, jello 
slurping, and plate balancmg were 
held. Freshmen, at the time, were 
not unlike fraternity pledges. We 
served upon request. If an 
upperclassman wanted seconds, 
we retrieved them. If they wanted 
a Coke refill, it was in their hands 
in a flash. It wasn't even two days 
into Orientation when freshmen 
began wising up by dumping 
pepper and Tabasco sauce into 
their drinks just to get back at the 
older students. Eddie"the freak" 
Callahan pulled an original by 
dropping a urinal sanitary cake 
into Tom Manning's milk. 
Upperclassmen retaliated 
though by making us do pushups 
with cafeteria trays and food 
scraps piled on our backs. 
Another fun contest was jello-eat-
ing off the table top. A handful of 
upperclassmen would grab six 
unwilling freshmen to participate. 
They would proceed to dump 20 
bowls of jello all over the table. 
The rules were simple. Eat the 
jello but don't touch the table with 
any part of your bod~. The object 
was to slurp it all up. When the 
jello was gone, the cafeteria would 
break into a short applause and six 
freshmen would walk back to their 
palces with jello all over their 
faces. 
By now you're probably saying, 
"God, th!lt's ridiculous," but there 
was a bright side to all of the 
nonsense. Not ony did the hazing 
of freshmen bring about an instant 
unity in the class. but we knew at 
least half of the upperclassmen by 
name by only the fourth week of 
school. A lot of them knew our 
names too and with every task 
almost Immediately followed liquid 
refreshment. If you washed and 
waxed a car, you were almost 
assured a case of beer. If you 
helped someone move into an 
apartment, consistently there was 
a dinner waiting when you were 
through. The upperclassmen 
always gave us rides to dances 
Jeter on as few of us had cars. 
Freshmen unity was fantastic 
then also. We all were formed on a 
common ground. We stayed up_ all 
hours thinking of ways of gettmg 
back at upperclassmen. The topic 
was swift retribution! We pulled 
off a couple of successful sneaks in 
which a howling mob left O'Con-
nell and headed for DeSmet 
looking for blood. On one occasion 
we captured Rob Tobin and Jim 
Cavanaugh, a couple of 
sophomores who had 
stirred the wrath of the frosh. 
They were stripped, gagged, and 
tied and dumped at TBC, au 
nauterel. Others got their doors 
se t on fire and their rooms 
spattered with shaving cream and 
garbage. 
One of the many traditions 
dropped after our Orientation was 
that of the "run." Up until1968, all 
the freshmen had to run to Loretto 
Heights. This marked the end of 
Orientation with the Frolic that 
evening. Since Regis now had 150 
girls, we ran instead to Berkeley 
Park, a distance the girls could 
easily handle. When we all got to 
the park the freshmen went crazy. 
Every upperclassman who was 
foolish enough to hang around got 
tossed in the lake. Bob "Simba" 
Schmitz, Jay Murney, and Hank 
R.B. Quatman led the mob from 
one dunkee to another. Senior 
Tom Manning was the first to go in 
since he was the Orientation 
chairman. 
By the end of September the all 
new Regis bar was to open. An old 
pool and pinball room was con-
verted into a 3.2 bar over the 
summer, and all of us young 18 
year olds anxiously awaited its 
grand opening. On opening night 
you had to wait out in the lobby 
just to get in. Beer was flowing 
like a river and when you finally 
got inside all you could see ws wall 
to wall guys. On a crowded night 
you might see 15 girls in the whole 
place. That's just the way things 
were. Some of those students had 
waited three years for their own 
bar on campus. Needless to say, it 
ws jammed consistently every 
night until midterms, when you 
found a couple empty chairs. The 
bar averaged a fight a week, 
usually near the bowling machine. 
Someone would get all "drunked 
up" and punch somebody out 
because he didn't score a strike. 
Two of Belial's finest fighters were 
Minneapolis's own Mark Kilkelly 
and Dave Nichols, a sophomore 
from K.C. They seemed to tip a 
few too many,and if there hap-
pened to IJe a loudmouth nearby, 
one of them would fill it with his 
fist. 
Our first food riot came in 
November on a Chop Suey Tues-
day night. Everyone was dis-
gusted with the Campus Host food 
service, and together we marched 
over to the cafeteria, dressed in 
old T-shirts and jeans, anticipating 
a real food flinger. "Stupid" Stan 
Bachmyer started it all off by 
tipping over a tray cart. After 
everyone left, the cafeteria was a 
sight to behold. Chop suey brown 
sauce and vegetables were stuck 
onto the drapes. Dishes and 
glasses were broken everywhere. 
Milk and Coke were dripping from 
the ceiling tiles and there wasn't a 
clean dry spot to be found on the 
floor. The administration closed 
the cafeteria doors for three days 
because of the students' behavior. 
A couple of other interesting 
events occurred during my first 
semester. When "Sper Shot" Dan 
Gill shot out the transformer from 
his fourth floor DeSmet window, 
the school ws out of power for 18 
hours. With the newfound dark-
ness, the freshmen decided to 
conduct a panty raid on Carroll 
Hall. The mob stormed up the 
sidewalk and roared into the old 
dorm scattering in groups onto all 
four floors. A sizeable pile of 
feminine undergarments was 
made in the O'Connell lobby and 
many of the items were added to 
the decor of the students' living 
quarters. 
On that same evening, Denny 
"The Hook" Ryan dressed like a 
hunchback with an ice pick taped 
to his hand, went from room to 
room and terrorized the screaming 
Ranchettes. Barry "the Socket 
Wrench" Percer added to the 
commotion by donning his raincoat 
and flooding t he second floor 
showers. 
Finals came early and most of 
the frosh were through with their 
tests before December 14. Thus 
t he O'Connell Hall Christ mas 
Party was organized. The whole 
dorm was bursting with festivity 
as the main crowd gathered on the 
first floor. Everyone was drinking 
beer from the three kegs outside 
the shower. One group ws down-
ing that old rot gut standby, Pagan 
Pink Ripple. Billy "Animal" 
Connole thought it would be fun to 
slide down the hall naked on the 
wet tile floor. Soon 10 guys 
including Bob "Simba" Schmitz 
and Danny Ries were running 
down the hall naked and sliding on 
their butts out into the lobby. He 
hal Smith's parents came into the 
dorm looking for their son just as 
Animal went sliding out head first 
into the lobby. He waved to them 
as he went by, never letting go of 
his beer cup. 
My first semester here ws the 
wildest out of the eight I attended. 
Regis has been settling down ever 
since. The spirit of the fall 
semester '69 is scarce nowadays 
although there are a few shining 
stars in the freshman class of fall 
'73. You never know how things 
will develop, but I doubt if things 
will ever be as wild as they used to 
be. These are just samples of what 
went on my first semester. Others 
couldn't be printed. I'll always 
cherish those memorable 
moments. 
Farewell OLD Ranch! 
Those were the days. At one time the Ranch was little more than a glorified fraternity. Many alumni ask, 
"Where did we go wrong?" How did we go wrong? How did we let it change?" 
Dean Lavin lists two concerns 
By L. MORGAN LAVIN 
DEAN OF STUDENTS 
Attrition and involvement 
seemingly are two problem areas 
that are probably related. Attri-
tion is the loss of previously 
enrolled students. At Regis, this 
loss means that a student leaves 
before completing a program of 
study. What it signifies is not 
simply a loss of tuition income for 
the school nor the absence of a 
familiar face from the campus 
scene. What attrition really 
means is that the total Regis 
Community has lost a valuable and 
valued benefit--the total seH, the 
personal worth of an individual. 
A student ism ore than a statistic 
to be figured in budget projections 
or totaled in psychological opinion 
surveys. A student is a unique 
blend of thoughts, opinions, feel-
ings, and yes, dreams. A student 
is not just "our hope for the 
future;" he or she is a viable 
contributor now to the present 
condition of Regis. When a 
student leaves, Regis loses some of 
its future, but more of its present. 
When a student leaves (regardless 
of the reason), Regis loses part of 
itself. 
Sometimes, a student leaves for 
personal reasons that are una-
voidable. Sometimes, a student 
leaves with no feeling. Some-
times, students leave with anger-
they didn't get what they wanted. 
The solution possibly is in-
volvement--all at Regis have 
something to offer each other. The 
school is involved in assisting the 
student to do his/ her own thing. 
Involvement is a meeting from two 
directions. Regis can learn much 
from the students. The students 
need adult models to bounce off 
their ideas, their thoughts, their 
worries. 
Involvement doesn't mean forc-
ing a student into something. The 
meeting come from two 
directions--one is a giving by the 
school of its total corporate 
resources, human resources, its 
faculty, its time, the totality ofits 
experience. The student gives his 
time, personal history, the totality 
of his or her own experience. If 
this meeting of two directions is to 
have any impact at all, then we all 
have to be aware of and involved 
in the total environment of the 
student and the campus. 
Sometimes we are so concerned 
abput what we are going to say 
that we fail to listen to what is 
being said to us. Many times whey 
wer are introduced to a new 
acquaintance we become preoccu-
pied with what we are about to say 
that we miss the name of the 
person. Later, we wonder why we 
cannot remember names after 
introductions; we aren't listening. 
Regis cares, I care--and I want 
to listen to what you are saying. 
So, soon my office will sponsor a 
coffee-open house to listen. 
Available staff members will also 
be present. If you are concerned 
about something, or you simply 
want to chat. try it. For those who 
may be thinking about leaving 
Regis, I'd like to talk about it. 
Would you? Let's get to know 
<Jach other a little better. 
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Library possesses 
By DAVE PETTINARI 
B&G STAFF WRITER 
I was poking around in the 
dreary dark subterranean recess-
es of the Dayton Memorial Library 
[I sometimes wonder if Dayton is 
buried ina crypt in that dank, dark 
basement ... ] when I ran across 
some pretty exciting resources I 
had heretofore no knowledge of. 
Now, I don't get too excited very 
often about things found in our 
library, so I thought I'd share this 
bit of info with you. I hope 
someone will find it useful. 
First of all, I poked around in 
the A.V. room under the kind 
tutelage of Kathy Baskin. I found 
that the library has to loan to 
students for use in projects three 
cassette recorder-players and one 
player unit; some reel-to-reel tape 
machines, and an 8mm film 
camera. These c~n be checked for 
a mutually agreed upon period of 
time. Movie projectors and 
screens can also be had through 
application by one of the members 
of our faculty. The high school has 
a videotape machine available for 
your use. 
Various and sundry slide pres-
entations can be acquired which 
deal with such areas as European 
art and the geography of foreign 
countries. These series would be 
particularly useful for language 
and art students. 
Another resource for art stu-
dents is a magnificent series of 
color slides · called the Great 
Masters' Series, depicting works 
of the various artists of note, 
including Lautrec, Renoir, Degas, 
Michelangelo, Picasso, Gaugin, 
Goya, Rembrandt, Van Gogh, and 
others. If you get into culture, this 
is a fascinating series to peruse. 
The A.V. folks have slide viewers 
which can be used to view these. 
The Center for Humanities puts 
out some sound-slide sets com-
posed of either a cassette tape or 
record, and a script. This series 
deals with such topics as: "Human 
Values in the Age of Technology;" 
"Toward the Year 2000---Can We 
Survive the Future;" "Man a-
gainst Man---A Study on Aggres-
sion and Conflict." 
There is a rather complete set of 
Shakespearean plays recorded on 
reel-to-reel tapes. These include 
Shakespeare's most widely-ac-
claimed works. 
On the main floor of the library 
is a record collection of most of 
Shakespeare's famous plays; 
works by Chaucer, Joyce, and 
many other writers of note in the 
English Language. This record 
collection also includes a multitude 
of classical recordings to study or 
to merely listen to for pleasure 
(Let me clue you in, they are very 
relaxing to study by). For those of 
you who are political or history 
aficionados as I am, there is an 
album set called "JFK As We 
Remember Him," which are remin-
iscences of his former associates 
and friends. There is one album 
devoted to Job Kennedy's marvel-
ous wit--comical selections from 
some of his best speeches. There is 
a four album set of reports on 
major events in history by the 
most famous broadcast journalist 
of all time, Edward R. Murrow 
(1933-1949). All of the inaugural 
speeches of the twentieth-century 
presidents are collected in an 
album--check 'em out to see who 
kept their promises and who 
didn't! Orson Welles' infamous 
"War of the Worlds" which 
created such a panic among radio 
listeners early in this century is 
also included in this collection. 
The most exciting find I stum-
bled upon in the basement was a 
series called the Vital History 
Cassettes, which appear to be 
actual recordings of major news 
events of the day and recordings of 
debates of current controveries in 
the fields of politics, anthropology, 
sociology, and psychology. I waded 
through the indexes of these 
tapes, and below are listed some of 
the most exciting topices that I 
found treated: 
-Ralph Nader's Consumer's State 
of the Union Message 
-Who Runs Congress--Ralph 
Nader 
-Historians' View of Harry Tru-
man 
-U.S.-Soviet Relations 
- The Repo,rt of the President's 
Commission on Drug Abuse--
The Marijuana Report 
-Jack Anderson Discusses the 
ITT Memo (other good tapes on 
ITT) 
-Opposition to and Advocacy of 
Women's Lib 
-Equal Rights Amendment--Pros 
and Cons 
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many 1111app-ed resources 
by Chris Larson 
The Dayton Memorial Library contains many resources and facilities not on the first and second floors. 
Students usually do not realize and take advantage of these resourses. 
-The Energy Crises 
-Jimmy Hoffa Talks About Pris-
on Life 
-The Psychology of Political Vio-
lence and Assassination 
-Control of Handguns--Sen. 
Hruska v. Sen. Bayh 
-Firearms Control--Sen. Edward 
Kennedy 
-Bombing of Cambodia--Sen. 
Harold Hughes 
-The Pentagon Papers Trial 
-Campaign Financing 
-Actual Watergate Testimony 
-Watergate according to Dan 
Rather; Daniel Schorr; Wash-
ington Post 
-Watergate according to Nixon 
-The Constitutional Confronta-
tion--The Senate Sues the Presi-
dent--Senators Ervin and Baker 
-The Making of the Presidency 
1972--Theodore H. White 
- President Nixon's recent press 
conference at San Clemente (the 
one with the contentious "insult-
ing" reporters). 
-Acceptance speeches by all the 
principals in the 1972 election 
-Ted Kennedy's brilliant intro-
duction of McGovern Speech 
-Sen. McGovern's Concession 
Speech 
-Other interviews by Eric Seva-
reid, Walter Cronkite, Dan 
Rather, Daniel Schorr,- et al 
-Black Power in the 1972 elec-
tions 
-Black Progress 
-Black English 
• 
-FC_C Chairman. on Television's Advancement of Science produced 
Fatrness Doctrme some very good environmental 
-The Right to Know: Executive tapes covering this area in all its 
Privilege; Secrecy in Govern- aspects: Noise, air, water, auto, 
ment etc. We have these available to us 
-A Man out of Work Speaks Out also. 
-World Terrorism Recently-released movies of an 
-Comparing British and Ameri- educational nature can be obtained 
can Systems of Justice through inter-library loan for as 
-Eric Sevareid Interviews Mr. little as 25 cents. A few examples 
Justice William 0. Douglas--a of these are: "Future Shock," 
fascinating interview. Remem- "Martin Luther King," and "The 
ber, he is the old codger ori the Making of the President 1960-
Supreme who married that 1968." These need only be re-
young chick in her twenties! quested thirty days in advance in 
-Doctor Spock on Women's Lib, order to ensure timely delivery. 
Politics, and Children If you miss reading the home 
-Dispossessing the American In- town paper which you are accus-
dian tomed to, make sure to check out 
-A Redneck Speaks-Eugene the collection of current copies of 
Emmet (If you have never ex- these papers which are on file 
perienced what one of these ani- (some only on a day-to-day basis): 
mals are like, check out this tape Denver Post 
--it'll open up whole new vistas Rocky Mountain News 
for ya!) Chicago Tribune 
-Tribute to Pablo Picasso Atlanta Constitution 
-Numerous Tapes on the Psycho- Christian Science Monitor 
logy of Dying Louisville Courier 
-Futurists look at the Destiny of National Observer 
the World New York Times 
-Future of Higher Education St. Louis Post Dispatch 
-Future of Marriage--Will It Be- Wall Street Journal 
come the Exception Rather Washington Post 
Than the Rule? San Francisco Chronicle 
All of the above tapes are Go check some of these things 
excellent a.td if used for class out if you get the urge-- they are 
presentation can generate quite there . for your use. But handle 
heated and vituperative discus- · them carefully and with suspicion 
sions. lest they inadvertently impart 
The American Association of the some knowledge your way! 
Contemporary folk mUSIC spotlighted at Ebbet's 
By JIM O'NEILL 
MUSIC EDITOR 
The theory today that popular 
music is diverting from intense 
electrical sounds to a quieter and 
more personalized style seems 
evident in many of the trends 
which young musicians are adher-
ing to; however, the implication 
that folk music disappeared be-
tween the onset of rock 'n roll in 
the early 60's and the curent 
movements is erroneous. The folk 
audience during that time did 
decline considerably as the music-
. ians found themselves circulating 
predominantly around the New 
England-Middle Atlantic fok club 
circuit, but the spirit still persisted 
as it took on new dimensions and 
perspectives. 
Eric Andersen, one of the 
foremost singer-songwriters in 
contemporary folk recently finish-
ed a one-week stand at Ebbet's 
Field in Denver. It was particu-
larly promising to see how Ander-
sen's audience has grown, espec-
ially in the mid-Western region 
-,.qith which he has not had much 
contact. 
Andersen had the misfortune of 
playing in front of the Denver 
Coliseum audience that same week 
on the night of the Beach Boys-
Steve Miller Bantl concert. His 
music was not well accepted in 
front of a crowd who came only to 
hear the kinky surf-song syndrome 
which Mike Love and the Wilson 
Brothers just won't let die. This 
was quite a shame--especially for 
that part of the audience who 
completely ignored 'Andersen and 
thus missed what was probably 
the only mature music being 
offered in the hall that evening. 
Eric released his last album, 
"Blue River," in the spring of 1972. 
Probably his most significant 
achievement, it has been a brilliant 
success. He was living in New 
York for the past year or so, 
having given up the concert 
routine for a short time and began 
touring once again this summer. 
His most recent performances 
have been somewhat of a change 
over what could be expected from 
one of his shows of a couple years 
ago. The comic, extroverted 
personality has faded as Andersen 
has become more reserved and 
evasive of the satire and between-
song humor which played such a 
dominant part in many of his 
earlier concerts. 
The intimate atmosphere of 
Ebbet's Field was perfectly suited 
to Andersen's gentle, poetic style. 
His lyrics and guitar accompani-
ment which are some of the finest 
in modern folk came across with 
lli:iC-
eour~e~ 
freshness and clarity. A romantic 
poet, Andersen expresses himself 
best in those songs which tell of 
love, desires, and relationships 
with beautiful but mysterious 
women. His more recent songs 
("Florentine," "Is It Really Love at 
All," ''Faithful") were sung in a 
' li 
esBET'S FIELD 15th and Curti 
in Brooks Towers 
December 11-16: Kenn 
Rankin, Maria Muldaur 
December 17: Bill Monroe 
December 18-23: Davi 
Steinberg, Bonnie Kolac 
fashion and technique showing 
1ew direction and depth as well as 
a more mellow quality which is 
both pleasant and interesting. The 
music of Eric Andersen is of prime 
importance in the field of folk 
music and should he return to 
Colordo in the near future don't 
miss him. iSS!!~i!lSS!!~i!lSS!!SSSSSES!!!Si!lS~ 
Pipeline opens with enthusiasm 
By JIM O'NEILL 
MUSIC EDITOR 
The "Pipeline coffee house cele-
brated its grand opening last 
Wednesday night with some fine 
regional musicians and a large 
enthusiastic gathering. Most of 
those in attendance seemed to 
have come out of curiosity [It is 
arare occasion when something 
new and inventive turns up at 
Regis), and they did not leave 
disappointed. 
The "Pipeline'' endeavor is a 
major step for the college. It lacks 
the pomposity of the Belial Bar-
there are not jukeboxes, pin-ball 
machines, or boob tubes, just a 
peaceful atmosphere in which to 
relax and enjoy a quiet evening 
with some fine music. 
Gene Malloy, with the help of 
several other students, has done a 
masterful job of putting the coffee 
house together, and Gene has 
some interesting and promising 
plans for its use in the future. 
Stop in any weeknight ("Pipeline 
is located in the basement of 
Carroll Hall) between 7:30 and 
midnight. Refreshments are 
cheap and the entertainment is 
u<,'lally p~c t cv -ood 
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A sky natural high the mile • Ill a 
By DAVE PETTINARf 
B&G STAFF WRITER 
The following is another install-
ment of my comprehensive list of 
what's happenin' on the Denver 
scene. Now that you have all 
those things done which I gave 
you last issue, here's another list 
of a few more good times. 
These articles are designed to 
give you some ideas to help you 
find worthwhile things to fill your 
leisure hours. If you're bored 
still, it's your own fault! I do hope 
my article in the last issue and in 
this one give you some fresh 
ideas. 
Museums 
AMERICAN INDIAN 
MUSEUM. 705 liz Joyce Street 
and West 7th Avenue, Golden, 
Colorado 
BUFFALO BILL MEMORIAL 
MUSEUM, William Cody grave 
overlooking Golden, top of Look-
out Mountain-exhibits of Buf-
falo Bill and Indian artifacts . 
Admission free. Winter hours : Hi 
a.m.-4: 15 p_m. 
CHIEF IRON SHELL MU-
SEUM. entrance at 31 Broad-
way-exhibits of old moccasins, 
ornaments . breastplates, 
blankets. fans and rnttlcs made 
by many different Indian tribes. 
Also the Spiro Mound display and 
handmade Indian dolls from 
Alaska to the southwestern 
United States. Hours: 9 a_m:-11 
a.m . and 7-4 p.m. Mondays 
through Saturdays. 
COLORADO RAILROAD MU-
SEUM. !7l55 W. 44th Avenue, 
Golden-exhibits of mountain 
railroads of Colorado: replica of 
1880 railroad stations: locomo-
1 ivPs. cars. and other equipment 
of narrow gauge era. 
COLORADO STATE HISTORI-
CAL SOCIETY MUSEUM, E. 
14th Avenue and Sherman 
Street-permanent exhibits. 
Open 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday 
through Friday, 10 a .m. to 5 p.m. 
weekends and holidays_ 
_DENVER BOTANIC GAR-
DENS. 1005 York Street-dis-
plays of tropical and subtropical 
plants. Hours: Boettcher Memo-
rial Conservatory, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Monday through Saturday and 1-
5 p.m_ Sunday: herbarium dis-
play area. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. daily: 
Kathryn Lambach Herbarium, 9 
a.m.-3 p.m. Tuesdays or by 
appointment: gift shop, 10 a.m.-4 
p.m. Sunday. 
DENVER MUSEUM OF 
NATURAL HISTORY, City 
Park-displays of animal and 
plant life, past and present. 
Hours: 9 a.m.-5 p.m. daily; noon-
5 p.m. Sundays and holidays. 
DU CHAMBERLAIN OBSER-
VATORY. 2930 E. Warren Ave-
nue-stargazing, lectures, and 
films from 8:30p.m. on Tuesdays 
and Saturdays. Free and open to 
the public but by reservation 
only, 753-2070. 
EL PUEBLO MUSEUM, 905 
Prairie Avenue, Pueblo, Colo-
rado-exhibits pertaining to the 
history of the area including a 
life-size reproduction of Fort 
Pueblo built in 1842 and scene of 
the Christmas Massacre of 1854. 
Admission free. Hours: 9 a .m .-5 
P.m. Nondays through Fridays; 
10 a.m.-5 p.m. weekends and holi-
days. 
FORNEY CAR MUSEUM, Val-
ley Highway and Speer Blvd. off 
exit 107-one of the world's larg-
est transportation exhibits with 
cars. carriages, cycles, and 
authentically costumed man-
nequins, 250 units in all. Hours: 
IO a.m.-7 p.m. Mondays through 
Saturdays: noon-7 p.m. Sundays. 
Telephone number 433-3643. 
GEOLOGICAL MUSEUM 
Colorado School of Mines, 16th 
and Maple Streets. Golden-min-
teral exhibits from Colorado and 
around the world, plus fossil dis-
- play. Tour groups welcome. 
Hours: 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Mondays 
through Fridays; 1: 30-4 p.m. 
Saturdays and Sundays. 
GOLDEN PIONEER MU-
SEUM, 911 lOth Street 
Golden-displays of memento~ 
from the early days of ,Jefferson 
County and Golden when it was a 
territorial capital, sponsored by 
the city of Golden and Mount 
Lookout Chapter of the DAR. 
Hours: 1-5 p.m. Mondays through 
Fridays. Free to the public. 
GRAND JUNCTION 
MUSEUM OF ARTS AND 
SCIENCES, Corner of 4th Street 
and Ute Avenue, Grand Junc-
tion- exhibits of wildlife, prehis-
toric animals, ancient Egypt and 
Oriental art. Hours: Every after-
noon except Mondays and Tues-
days. 
GREELEY MUNICIPAL 
MUSEUM, Civic Center Com-
plex, Greeley, Colorado-pioneer 
interns depicting the historv of 
Northern Colorado, rese~rch 
materia-l and photography . 
Hours: 9 a.m_-noon and 1-5 p_m, 
.\ol:ondays through Fridays . 
HAM1LL HOUSE, Third and 
Argentine Streets, Georgetown, 
Colorado-built between 1867-
1875 by William A. Hamill, Colo-
rado silver magnate and politi-
cian. An in-progress restoration 
of the Georgetown Historical So-
ciety. Inc. Hours: 9:30 a.m. to 6 
p.m. Closed Mondays October 
through April. Information by 
calling 569-2840. 
HEALY HOUSE, DEXTER 
CABIN. 912 Harrison Avenue, 
Leadville, Colorado- two 
Pioneer relics and history In-
dian and Folsom Man artifacts. 
Hours: 1-5 p.m. daily except Mon-
days and holidays. 
KOSHARE INDIAN MUSEUM 
AND KIVA, La Junta, Colo-
rado-collection of Ameri can 
Indian art and artifacts, on dis-
play from 1-5 p.m_ daily. 
LITTLETON AREA HIS-
TORICAL MUSEUM, 6028 S. 
Gallup Street. Littleton- exhibits 
of Littleton area history from the 
1860's to the present. Admission 
free. Hours: 9 a.IP,- to 5 p.m. Mon-
days through Fridays, 10 a.m. to 
5 p.m. Saturdays, 1 to 5 p.m. Sun-
days. 
LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN 
MUSEUM, Lookout Moun-
tain-antique guns, Indian arti-
facts, and miscellaneous anti-
ques_ Open daily all year round. 
Admission free. 
MAN AND HIS WORLD 
AMERICAN INDIAN MUSEUM, 
705 1/ 2 Joyce Street, Golden, Colo-
rado-permanent collection of In-
dian artifacrs and prehistory 
from the John L, Kovacs collec-
tion. Admission free. Hours: 10 
a.m. to5 I· m . . ~vendays a week. 
MCALLIST ;~R HOUSE, 423 N. 
Cascade k ' enue, Colorado 
Springs- cottage built in 1872 by 
Major McAllister and carefully 
restored by the National Society 
of Colonial Dames in the State of 
Colorado, depicting gracious 
living in the late 19th century .. 
Open 10 a.m.-5 p.m. daily except 
Mondays: 2-5 p.m. Sundays. 
MEEKER HOME, 1324 9th Ave-
nue, Greeley, Colorado-adobe 
pioneer home of N_C. Meeker 
' fe aturing furnishings of the 
1870 's. Hours: 9 a.m_-noon and J-5 
' p_m, Mondays through Fridays_ 
MOLLY-BROWN HOUSE, 1340 
Pennsylvania Street, The "House 
of Lions" was the long-time resi-
dence of the "Unsinkable" Molly 
Brown. Tour hours: 10 a.m.-4 
p.m. daily except Monday and 
noon-4 p_m. Sundays Informa-
tion by calling 222-3357. 
MUSEUM OF HISTORIC 
BELLS , Evergreen, Colo-
rado- "Bells of Granite Glenn,". 
10 a.m.-5 p.m. daily except Mon-
days. 
PIONEER MUSEUM, Broad-
way at Arapahoe Street, 
Boulder- "Boulder's History 
Brought to Life," presented by 
the Boulder Historical Society. 
Winter hours: 2-5 p .m . Saturdays 
and Sundays. 
PUEBLO METROPOLITAN 
MUSEUM , Pueblo, Colo-
rado-Victorian mansion of the 
1890's with furnishings, featuring 
exhibits from the McClelland and 
Orman collections. a blacksmith 
shop and general store of the 
1870's. Hours are 1 to 4 p.m. Tues-
days through Sundays and holi-
days. Closed Mondays. 
THE FORT, South of Morrison 
on U.S. 285-Fur Trade Museum, 
5 p.m.-2 a_m. daily, 12 noon-9 
p.m_ Sundays. 
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO 
MUSEUM, 16th and Broadway, 
Boulder-Halls of Man, Life, 
Earth. Art Gallery. Also exhibits 
in University Memorial Center, 
Chemistry Building, and Hale 
Science Building. Hours: 8 a.m.-5 
p_m_ Mondays through Satur-
days, 2-5 p.m. Sundays and holi-
days. Admission free. 
VETERAN CAR MUSEUM, 
2030 S. Cherokee Street-antique 
and classic cars and automo-
bilana in a museum built for the 
purpose. Hours: 9 a.m--5 p.m. 
Mondays. Closed Sundays. 
-Kipling and Jewell 
Golfing: 
Overland -1200 West Bellevue 
Wellshire - 3333 South Colo-
radoBlvd. 
JFK -10500 East Hampden 
Willis Case - West 50th and 
Vrain 
City Park- East 25th Avenue 
and York Street 
Tennis-we have four fine-sur-
faced here at Regis 
Flying lessons-call Combs 
Aircraft 
Parachuting-see me for info 
Poker games- just call me for 
technical assistance if you would 
like to set one up. I have played 
with all the greats: W.C. Fields, 
Amarillo Slim, Mike "The 
Bluffer" Tiger . 
Have a barbecue 
ijappening~ 
6uidebook 
t 
-
WAX MUSEUM, 919 Bannock 
Street-97 costumed figures in 35 
historical settings depicting the 
development of the West and 
great moments in American his-
tory. Hours: 10 a.m.-5 p.m. seven 
days a week. 
WESTERN STATES MAN-
SION, Adolph :t.ang Mansion, 709 
Clarkson Street-historic man-
sion maintained by the Church of 
.Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints 
(Mormon) featuring imported 
wood and tiles and silk-screen 
work of Europeon artists. Free 
tours at 7:30 p.m. every Thurs-
day. Special appointments by 
calling 632-4542_ 
LAMPLIGHTERS MUSEUM 
AND ANTIQUE SHOP-collec-
tions of musical instruments . 
stoves. lights, etc. 805 Nile Street, 
Golden. Colorado. 
Parks 
Berkeley Park- West 46th and 
Tennyson 
Cheesman Park - East 8th 
and Franklin 
City Park- East 17th andY ork 
Cherry Creek Reservoir - 10 
miles southeast of Denver 
Rocky Mountain Lake 
Lowell and 48th Avenue 
Denver's system of mountain 
parks 
Washington Park - Downing 
and Ohio Streets 
Sports 
Celebrity Sports Center-open 
24 hours. Olympic pool, 100 bowl-
ing lanes, billiards, slot cars, 
game arcade, etc. 888 South Colo-
rado Blvd. 
Ice Skating: 
Court Place Plaza - 16th 
Street at Court Place 
Lake Evergreen - 25 miles 
west on State Road 74 
Pactoulous Lake - 30 miles 
west on State Road 72 
Homewood Park - 20 miles 
southwest on State Road 124 
Denver University 
Aloha Beach- 3065 West 62nd 
Avenue- free' 
Alpine Ice Center - 3601 
Monaco Parkway 
Lakes in many Denver parks and 
most ski areas 
Sailboat rental- Sloan's Lake 
Paddle boat rental- City Park 
Canoe rental - Kendrick Lake 
- -
Ski Areas 
in Colorado 
Check with our own Siger Ski 
Club representative - they can 
not only tell you where to go, 
what the cost is, etc.: but they 
can take you there on one of their 
trips. 
OJ.ecklist 
of Fun Things 
to Do 
Camping trip-lots of good 
places to go an hour or two drive 
away- ask someone who is into 
it. Go with an experienced 
camper if you are a novice. We 
have a Mountain Club here at 
Regis 
Hunting-information at State 
Game, Fish, and Parks Depart-
ment -6060 Broadway 
Fishing-ditto 
Hiking-maps can be obtained 
from the U.S. Geological Service-
837-4169- Again, never go alone_ 
Bicycle Riding-for closed 
nightly trips, ride out to Rocky 
Mountain Lake or to Berkeley 
Park. For a day's trip, bike out to 
Red Rocks or to the mountains. 
Picnicking 
Horseback Riding-check 
Yellow Pages 
brive-in-if you plan to watch 
the movie, don't take a chick, but 
a good bottle of wine! 
Bowling 
Pool 
Swimming- check out our own 
pool-it's one of the best around, 
but is seldom used by Regis 
people: hence it is never 
crowded. 
Go on a good drunk (this gets 
old , however, after awile if 
repeated frequently!) 
Go fly a kite-Chandelle Sky 
Sails: Non-powered man-glider 
sails_ Ask for Gordy Cummings. 
278-9566 
Please feel free to get in touch 
with me for any additional 
information, such as specific 
business hours or prices or bro-
chures on any of these activities 
in which you are interested. Have 
a fun school year and an enjoy-
able stay in Colorado. 
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Experience of Christmas stimulates 
By JULIE SHUTTs " t h p t • 
a feeling 
ASSISTANTNEWSEDITOR uep ercep IODS 
Christmas is a feeling. You can Depth Perceptions is a special kind of column written by one of our 
feel it ereep in, and you ean feel it readers. Subjects covered in Depth Perceptions represent issues relevant 
drift out. There are two feelings of to the Brown and Gold's readership. 
Christmas, one of good laughs, and Those who wish to express themselves in Depth Perceptions should 
one of deep feelings. state so specifically on their article. In case of more than one person 
You always hear that Christmas wishing to write for the same issue, selection will be made on a first 
is gifts, Santa, and trees. Around come-first serve basis. The remaining articles will either be inserted as 
campus you hear, Christmas is Letters to the Editor or saved for a subsequent issue. 
Anonymity is permitted but not encouraged. 
eating food you won't throw up, L.-~~-~~~--:::--:--:--"7"-~:"""':":":""--"""':"--":":'7'"':":"':'7,~ 
knowing you flunked all of your To a lot of Seniors, Christmas is Getting serious, and really 
finals and can't do anything about just 5 more months; to an RA it's thinking about it, this time of 
it, or your home-town-honey. hope that some people on their feeling means a lot more; words 
Christmas is not being wailed on floor will change their ways. The like togetherness, love and peace, 
or almost 3 weeks, that is unless RAs New Year's resolution will home and friends. What causes 
you live in Chicago, St. Louis, be,"next time I catch hlm I'll tell." this? 
Kansas City, or Milwaukee, where To a Junior there are thoughts of The warmth of Christ, the 
half of the population of Regis giving a prom, or their 5 more warmth of someone caring and you 
lives. months till they are the big 
• 
caring back. As Kathy Bukaty put 
it, "Christmas is the people I'm 
close to and home." 
Maybe Brian Ronan is r ight 
when he says, "Christmas isn't 
what it used to be." Maybe it's 
more 
J im Grisley put it in a good way: 
"The meaning of Christmas is so 
worn out, so I won't abuse it 
further but for me it means, family 
and friends and a quiet evening. 
Also Danish pudding, it wouldn't 
be Christmas without it. Nice 
warm fires always stimulate my 
yule spirit and of course sugar 
plum fairies dancing in my head 
(with a little help from a few well 
primed egg nogs). Midnight Mass 
always seems to touch me - Love 
wanders, not knowing where to 
settle, - I try to touch it. Looking 
out the frosted window, I see 
many bright stars in the heavens 
and thank God for my birthday as 
well as his son's. 
The old saying, "Home is wher e 
the heart is," still rings true. John 
Marcucci explains, "family is 
Christmas to me. It's a time 
to gather and see where we've 
been. When you are somewhere 
you can't see where you are 
because you're there. It takes 
being away from somewhere to 
see how important it is. It's more 
than an exchange of gifts, it's an 
evaluation of each other." 
~ especially . freshman Christmas is ~ '\ ., 3 weeks to rest up to come back to 
••••t-.••§•••1!11•.•_•· seniors. To the sophrnores, and 
"Alice"· IS a fantastic production 
~ be even more obnoxious. Too all 
~. _ _ the guys, it's that old hope that 
T some new girls will appear on 
campus. To the girls, it's diet Exeunt for being here. One of the most unique things to happen within the Regis Theatre in the past five years happened 
during Allee in Wonderland. The 
only Polish guy in t he cast 
received the role of Humpty 
REGIS LIQUOR before you go, and even more 
HEADQUARTERS when you get back. One individual considers 
WEEKDAYS 9 A.M. -10 P.M. Christmlts as being more personal. 
FRI & SAT. 9 A.M. -llA.M. She cites the major drawback of 
Please BringiD the vacation as "starvation from 
·---------· dope" 
wu,.,...._.,.._w;y <HRfSIMAS 
HAPPYNDV:YFAR TO AIL 
SI1.JIE\1IS AND FACUL'IY 
BUSBY '-\""uo\\0:. 
ONEBLOCKS6UTHOFREGffi 
WINE OF THE MONTH: 
AhDdn aft AKX S1M} 
NEW OWNERS 4901 lOWELL. 
MIKE & NANCY 455-4531 
~-....._-......----=....::----....._-....._-....._-..._-...__--.....:: ~- -~-.._-...,_--,_-..__-.:: ~ :- :- .:: ~~ 
~~~~---
UNDER NEW 
MANAGEMENT 
• Home. cooked meals 
• SpeciaJizes in Italian Dishes 
6 a.m.- 8 p.m. Tues.~Sat. 
8 a.m. - 8 p.m. Sun. 
Regis 
Students 
Welcome 
By EDWARD JACKSON 
B&G REVIEWER 
Alice in Wonderland took fan-
tasy out of the classroom and put itt 
where it belonged-on the stage. 
Marte McNally in the role of 
Alice handled the role with poise 
and ease. Another outstanding 
performance was turned in by 
Becky McClure as the White 
Queen. Annette Ryan Jaecksch as 
usual came up with an odd and 
unusual interpretation of the Dor-
mouse which charmed young and 
Yorkshire 
Fish & Chips 
I 
SEAFOOD TOO! 
SHRIMP 
SCAUOPS 
OYSTERS 
& 
COMBINATION 
PLATE! 
Near Briarwood 
7275Pecos 
PHONE IN PICK-UP 
ORDERS 
428-4644 
IT'S 
DIFFERENT! 
< 
Tuos11-8 
Wad-Sat 11 · 9 
Sun 12·9 
Introducing a new Stereo Joliber - Dealer for 
North Denver 
JOHNSON SALES CO. 
433-0092 5195 N. Federal 458-1378 5201 No. Federal 
featuring the famous . • . 433-3795 
~-) £.BA.H .J'.BT AMERICA'S FINEST MUSIC BY THE 
c -.......~~ THE INVENTOR OF STEREO 8 ~ ST.B.R.L?O 8._ 
• 8 TRACK CAR UNITS 
.-
·· ... ~-~ ~~:~' ,· 
·:A"-;;.'~,:" ' ~,r~·-
• PORTABLE & HOME UNITS 
• SPEAKERS & ACCESSORIES 
8 TRACK STEREO TAPES 5 J89 
BILLBOARD TOP 8 TRACK TAPES 5299 & 5499 
12-18-24 CARRYING CASES 
s3oo s3so 54°0 Buy any $20.00 Worth of tapes 
getyourcarryingcase fREE!! ALSO FEATURING 
look for your Boman ... ® cfl.strosonix 
favorite tape A DiviSION OF CALIFORNIA AUTO RADIO, INC. 
at 
$189 
Nl Y AT JOHNSON'S I 
Next to K-Mart 
COMPLETE LINE QF STERE0 
over 10,000 tapes 
Stars like: 
Led Zepplin 
James Gang 
Santana 
Moody Blues 
Be a ties 
Crosby. Stills, Nash & 
Young 
old. Dumpty. Job well done by Dan 
To quote our Editor, "Sue ~nn Kryston. Kevin Phelan presented 
Roybal ma'kes a great Rat, I mean· two excellent portrayals as the 
Mouse, ah you know what I mean." King of Hearts and Tweedledee. 
Yeah, Dan, I know what yoo.rnean Al Legittino had his shining hour 
and I agree-her performance was as the March Hare. 
skillfully done. Steve Sena as the Last but not least, the young 
Dodo was type-casting, but it was lady who in my opinion stole the 
a job well-done by this Regis show in every role and scene she 
Theatre veteran. Vincent Hughes, appeared in-she made the evening 
another new-comer to the Regis for me, and I hope I can be the 
Theatre Guild, had a strong charter member of t he Mary 
performance as both the White 'Monaghan Fan Club. 
Knight and Gentleman in White A final thanks goes to Kay 
Paper. Susan Jones had so many Mirich for her voice direction and 
outstanding characters that it was Mr. Edward Osborn for the 
impossible for me to choose my best-looking set I've ever seen 
favorite, so let's just say thanks during my Regis career. 
··He who presents a . 
sober and realistic analysis 
is a fool as fools be." 
Fowl deeds· 
Poultry Editor's Report 
Listening to the sound of literature critical of the govern-
l,loward K. Smith and his learned rnent. . 
vignette of an editorial on freedom Be~ ore th~ RevolutiOnary War, 
of the press one recent evening coloma) pat;wts frequ~ntly h~d t? 
your winged whooper was re- con~eal the1: authorship or dist.ri-
.ninded of how incredible printed butwn of literature that easily 
words can be. The effectiveness of could have brought down on them 
his oral dissertation did not lay prosecutions by English controlled 
with his appropriate verbalization courts . . Even t he_ out~pok en 
or intellectualizations, but with his Federalist ~apers, wntten I_n fa_vor 
intertwining ()f statements from of the adop~IOn of our Cons~It~t.wn, 
anonymous sources. This, in turn, were pu~hshed under fictJtmos 
brings me doser ·to home and names. H1story also tells us of the 
Regis College. , discriminated women who ha? to 
OK. Enter Virginian. Now wait use a male surname to attam a 
a minute ladies, cool your jets. broa.d s~nse base ~f. readers and 
After a fair reading of the article receive JUs.t re~ogn~t10n . . 
my objectivee will not be to Doe~ th:s h1stomal v1ew ~ot 
critique his originality, quality of apply m th1s case? _May ! remmd 
expression, insight, merits, capa- you. that such an article did set off 
bilities or t he manner in which he a w1de range of controversy. If the 
proceeded to mingle his ingre- yirgj~ian had disclosed his true 
dient s for I do not desire to be Ide ntity he would have been 
hung in effigy in front of the embroidered, labeled, and perse-
Student Center. I repeat, to cuted by propoga~da to the exte~t 
"make this perfectly clear", I shall he would become m so~e peoples 
not attempt to say if his view- eyes, a full-fledge~ de1ty o~ ~he 
points were "r ight" or "wrong", d~vil. Would not ~h1s. be depriVIng 
but rather my endeavor will be to him of the Co?stJtutwnal guaran-
seek and to find a peace of mind tees of . theF1rst Amendrnen_t. 
regarding a widespread protest of Anony~1ty was t~e only sensible 
his article: anonymity. alter_nabve! If Reg1s ~oll~ge was .a 
Let us first turn back the hands considerably larger mst1tutwn 1t 
of time. Anonymous articles, might be different. 
pamphlets, leaflets, and even ~s you .may feel . now, ~y 
books have played an important ph~losoph~ JS a far cry 1.n. the wild 
role in the progress of mankind. gmded with the preciSIOn of a 
Persecuted groups and sects from L:arimer Square dr~nk, and my 
time to time throughout history hlstor1c~l resea;,ch 1s hopele~s!r 
have been able to criticize oppres- pedestr1an; but facts _do not he. 
sive practices and laws either Aske the Great Dissenter of 
anonymously or not at all. The Jurispruden_ce. . 
press licensing law of England Never mmd, 1t is over your 
enforced in the Colonies was due in head. 
par t to expose the names of the On the rehnund. 
of 
Thursday, December 13, 1973 
Tankmen 
• • are unpress1ve 
in first i meet 
Reg is College · swim team 
suceessfully opened • their season 
last week with an impressive 66-40 
victory over Chadron State 
College of Chadron, Nebraska. 
Skip Wrape picked• up his first 
coaching victory as. his tankmen 
turned in one impressive 
performance after another. 
Wrape himseH did a fine job' in 
swimming the 200 yard freestyle. 
Wrape men tioned ' t'hat th~ 
Thanksgiving holidays_ br oke up 
practice and therefore the times 
were not as impressive as they 
might have been. 
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The Regis mentor had special 
praise for Bill Lovewell and Bill 
McNichols who t urned in t he 
meet's outstanding performances. 
Lovewell had his career's best 
time with a 54 second clocking in 
the 100 yard freestyle. McNichols 
took a second in the diving event . 
Said Skip about his ace diver "with 
some practice he should prove to 
be the conference's best ." 
THE REGIS COLLE~E RANGERS. Standing [left to right): Head Coach Jim Karabetsos, Paul Smith, Dan Thompson, Tony DuCros, Mike 
H1cks, Lee Gray, Phil f!aca, Tim Clifford, Assistant Coach Bill Meyn . Kneeling : Greg McDonough, John Staiano, Tim Hei t , Vince Hudson. 
Elwood Henson, Chfls Whitaker, Dave Meller. Si tting : Student Manager Joe Hovorka, Student Trainer Tom Brodbeck. 
Rangers drop first 2 contests 
John Trenfield, An excellent 
distance man, took first in the 
grueling Q00 and 1000 yard 
freestyle events. Bob Weigel 
recently joined the squad, 3-nd he 
should prove to add depth in the 
1000. 
By JOHN GARGULAK 
SPORTS EDITOR 
"We feel that the formidable 
non-conference opponents that we 
have been playing will enhance our 
chances in the conference." These 
words sum up the philosophy of 
Coach Jim Karabetsos regarding 
the scheduling of t ough non-
conference opponents. "You have 
two directions in scheduling 
non-conference opponents," he 
continued. "You can play major 
colleges and use it as a recruiting 
gambit and as a way to improve 
your program, or you ean play 
smaller schools with weaker pro-
grams to pad your won-loss 
average." In order to build up 
Doug Schaeffer picked up where 
he left off last year by taking a 
first in the 200 yard butterfly. Dan 
Huerter also turned in a strong 
per for ma nce in the 50 yard 
freestyle. 
Coach Wrape was pleased with 
the team's results, and he feels 
that the team now has the dept h 
and talent necessary to seriously 
contend for conference honors. 
At last, here is our long-awaited 
Christmas issue; but first , a word 
about lost weekend at Aspen. We 
warned all of you readers in our 
last article to watc:h what you did 
in Aspen, but some of you didn't 
believe us. We may have been 
messed up, but we weren't blind. 
It started out as a typica.l Regis 
affair with bottles popping, bongs 
banging, and Shawna and Mary 
looking for a foosball table. It 
seems that these two while t he 
parties were going strong took off 
for Snowmass village looking for 
an open table. Did you a t least 
win? 
Rumor has it: 
That Patty Fulk 'W'ls disqualified 
from the Big Boob contest down at 
the Red Onion. Denny Dougherty, 
alias Mr. Pink, won the Aspen 
Ta ngo con tes t with Billy Ly-
saught. Did you guys really enjoy 
it? Heartbroken at having to leave 
Bettoven the Boa back at Regis, 
Dirty Peter Brandt found some-
thing else to wrap around his 
finger. Donna, is it tr ue that you 
squeeze harder? Even though 
there wasn't much snow, Bruenig, 
"Z", and Tauscher insisted on 
melting it on the slopes with their 
amorous tobaggoning. 
Campus Couples 
1. Bill (I'm hard to get) Lysaught 
and P ink Prancer 
There was another couple that 
also left the parties early. With a 
Tiger in his tank and both keys to 
the room in his pockets, Dino 
Berce ran away with theToad of 
the Year Award. We witnesses 
Dino's roommates climbing the 
balcony in an attempt to get into 
the room but instead only saw the 
2. Skip (In xour eye) Wrape and 
Denise 
flames of the fire. 
3. Laura (I'm in love) Macias and 
Timmy 
4. Carolyn (409) Malloy and Moe 
(409) Richardson 
5. Gabbi (I want my bed) Harnett 
Regis ~llege basketball to the 
level that the school deserves 
Karabetsos and his young squad 
have taken a very challenging 
schedule. 
The 1973-74 basketball season 
opened in Omaha, Nebraska, and 
the Rangers found out that they 
bit off more than they could chew 
when they came up against the 
tough Creighton Bluejays. The 
Bluejays had too much size, speed, 
and quickness for the Rangers, 
and they easily handed them a 
stunning 92-38 defeat. Creighton 
has been highly touted in many 
preseason polls, and they were 
eager to prove their strength in 
front of 4,500 fans in the Omaha 
Civil Auditorium. 
The game was no contest from 
the opening tip. Despite the fact 
and Bob (Come and get it) Haley 
6. Second floor O'Connell engin-
eers and their conductor, Vince 
Hudson 
7. Todd Wehr and his Aspen Cook 
8. Gilligan and Sandy 
9. Dino (Toy) Berce and ANNIE 
TIGER 
10. Charlie (I'm whipped) Hudson 
and Midge (I whipped him) Miller 
Dearreader, 
The staff would like to wish you 
all a Merry Christmas and a Happy 
New Year. Santa paid us a visit 
and gave us a preview of the 
Christmas surprises to be given 
out this Yule. 
Jennifer Davis, Mary P hil, and 
Kathy Keirn are giving George 
(The Virginian?) Ciacco a oneway 
ticket to a DJ job at the North 
Pole. Glad to hear you girls are 
staying now. 
Lou Kellogg is giving the Regis 
B-Ballers a brand new football. 
Shauna is giving Mary a Can-
adian quarter . 
Mar ty is giving Hurdz a new 
that the Rangers controlled it they 
promptly committed one of their 
32 turnovers. Creighton turned it 
around and reeled off 22 straight 
points. The Rangers did not 
answer until almost 10:00 of the 
first half hid elapsed. With 7:30 
remaining in the first half 
Creighton led 34-6, and the half-
time buzzer found the Rangers 
trailing 50-19. 
The second half was not too 
much differnet from the first as 
the Bluejays sent in their re-
serves. Yet, the Rangers could do 
little to dent the commanding 
Creighton lead. 
squads. Turnovers and ice cold 
shooting with Regis hitting a poor 
32 percent from the floor did not 
help the Ranger cause. The lone 
bright spots for the squad were 
the performances of Mike Hicks 
and Tony DuCros. The steady 
Hicks proved equal to the Bluejay 
challenge as he carne up with his 
fines t college performa nee , 
shooting 7-13 from the floor, 
adding three free throws, and 
scored 17 points. The physical 
DuCros led all players with eight 
rebounds. 
Regis was outrebounded by the University of Northern Colo-
taller Jays 45-22 which was not too rado, one of the area's toughest 
surprising as they spor ted a independents, was next on the 
starting lineup that averaged four Regis slate. They too had a little 
inches taller than the Regis too much for the Ranch as they 
easily downed Regis 98-52. Once 
again poor shooting with the 
Rangers hitting on only 31 percent 
of their shots really hurt the 
Rangers. Regis once again 
committed over 25 turnovers and 
was outr ebounded by U.N.C. 
53-35. 
car. 
Hurdz is giving his old car to 
Good WilL 
Mary Pat is giving Dave a 
month's case of laryngitis. 
The students are giving the 
administration free meals in the 
cafeter ia during the Christmas 
vacation. 
The morgue is giving Lisa 
Berube a brain. 
Good Will is giving the Business 
Office Hurdz's car. 
Dan Kaminski is giving the girl 
of his choice a free ride to Planned 
Parenthood. 
Father Miller's class is giving 
him a bottle of butyl mercaptan 
(open). Gary Siegfried doesn't get 
any because he's been a bad boy. 
BULLETIN: Dan and Marty 
celebrated their third anniversary 
last Monday night. 
Congratulations. 
Merry Christmas, 
Dan Huerter 
Mark Digman 
Tom Foster 
Tony DuCros was the lone 
bright spot for Regis hitting for 19 
points and grabbing 16 rebounds. 
No other team member hit for 
double figures. 
No matter how bleak Ranger 
fortunes look right now, Coach 
Karabetsos and his team have an 
excellent outlook regarding the • 
season. The Ranger mentor 
pointed out that no less than four 
regulars had any college exper-
ience previous to these games. 
Karabetsos added that the vast 
amount of turnovers have been a 
result of the squad's general 
inexperience. 
The head coach is very pleased 
with the general student reaction, ·~ 
he said: 'They've been very 
receptive. Coach Meyn and myself 
as well as the 14 varsity members 
are striving to bring the brand of 
basketball to Regis that the 
student body will be proud of." 
Karabetsos is particularly look-
ing forward to the first home 
games, December 14 and 15 
against New Mexico Highlands 
and Denver University. 
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lettel's (continued) 
of intelligent, free-thinking one 
around. 
SABRINA 
P.S. I support the "Pill-Bill," and 
I'm sorry it wasn't publicized, so 
more support could have been 
given to it when it was first 
introduced. Maybe it will come up 
again? 
Dear Editor, 
Yes, Virginian, there is a Santa 
Claus. The presence of the spirit 
of love and giving wich he 
personifies does exist. However, 
the "spirit" of your article printed 
in November 16's Brown and Gold 
only makes one wonder about the 
rationale behind the composition. 
Frowns have appeared on cam-
pus from the majority of Regis 
coeds in response to your charges. 
Just remember, Virginian, that 
whenever you point a finger at 
someone else, your're also pointing 
three at yourself. We interpret 
these three self-accusations as the 
following: 
1) The Virginian indicates that 
he is narrow-minded. You only 
-- -
talk about one type of girl on 
campus. Do you sincerely believe 
that all are alike? Open your eyes, 
Virginian! 
2) The Virginian indicates that 
he remains relatively alone with 
his viewpoints. You asked for 
constructive criticisms that the 
women had after reading your 
article. We must therefore 
a~sume that you are not interested 
in any comment about your article 
from other males on campus. 
3) The Virginian indicates that 
he' has not been able to get to know 
Regis coeds very well, if he still 
maintains that they are aloof. 
Thus, all of his "in jepth" 
observations about coeds could 
only be speculations about the 
reasons behind their typical be-
havior. 
·We find your comments of such 
a general nature that we will not 
attempt to analyze them. How-
ever in the spirit of Christmas-
time, that this B&G is heralding, 
we would like to remind you that 
Regis coeds are individuals. They 
must not be treated as pieces of 
human merchandise, little stuffed 
-- --
-
il'ee classiiieds 
dolls found in Santa's bag of toys. 
We're sure that even Scrooge 
would frown on that. 
Yes, Virginian, you talked about 
Regis coeds being "frightened 
little girls." We can only wonder 
about the "frightened little boy" 
who was too scared to even reveal 
his name. 
Peace, 
Jo Schlicht 
Mary Moran 
P.S. It is our opinion that personal 
observations should be published 
in the appropriate column-in the 
Letter to the Editor feature. The 
B&G manner of publishing the 
article to which we are referring 
deviates from this standard of 
practice-we wonder why such 
sensationalistic tactics were used. 
The last word 
Dear Editor, 
We have heard the complaint--
among others--that parts of our 
entry in the last B&G were very 
~tudent 
By PATRICK C. CRONAN 
STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT 
I 
t 
t 
t t On November 14, a search 
\.,. __ .,..,..,..,..,. • ._._,..,.,.,..,._.,._.,._.,.._.,..,..,._.,._.,._.,.._, committee drawn up by Father 
--- - - - - Clarke met for the first time to 
Patch up the clothes in your life! 
Bring your torn ragged jeans and 
shirts to Lulu just outside the 
Bookstore any Monday or Friday 
afternoon from. 12:00-4:30. All 
patches are sewn by hand. Also 
will embroider and design of your 
choice on jeans or shirts. Lulu 
Thompson. 
Two college or high school men 
needed to help people with mult-
iple sclerosis in and around .the 
pool on Tuesday mornings from 
9:00-11:00. $2.50 per day, but 
personal satisfac tion is wor t h 
more. For further information see 
Mr. Kellogg. 
Season's Greetings 
work on the selection of a new 
Academic Dean for Regis Colege 
Under the chairmanship of Dr. 
Lester Bundy, of the Education 
Depar tment, the committee has 
worked out some qualifications 
which the new Dean should have. 
He should be a J esuit who is 
capable of making the present 
academic strul'ture of the College 
Thursday, December 13, 1973 
insulting-particularly to the wo-
men of Regis College. In a way, it 
was meant to be; but not without 
reason! You see, Regis shares a 
problem with the rest of mankind: 
Apathy. 
It is regretable, but nonetheless 
a fact. Anyone would be over-
whelmed at the number of "mega-
watts" that must be put in to 
overcome the "moment of inertia" 
on this campus alone. As it was, 
our article caused only a short 
flush of adrenaline into the blood-
stream; perhaps enough to cause a 
few individuals to sit down and 
think whether or not we had a 
point in our article, and if so, ask 
themselves how to change; others 
may have gotten enough moment-
um up to sit down and present the 
women's side of things--for surely, 
there must be one. 
In fact, we know there must be, 
for just the other day we over-
heard some oily little character 
making disparaging some dis-
paraging comment about some 
woman--we surmise she attends 
Regis College. We thankfully did 
not hear her name mentioned, and 
his croni.es being inane enough to 
guffaw with him. All we can say is 
that if there be much of this 
from Page 4 
hen-cackling going on among what 
are supposed to be men, then we 
can full well understand some of 
the positions taken by the women 
here. However, we realize this is a 
speculative assertion, not based on 
a broad array of evidence (no play 
on the word "broad"). 
At this point, we might add that 
the emphasis of the purpose of the 
article was expressed in the last 
paragraph, with a decreasing 
significance in each paragraph as 
one heads toward the beginning. 
The reason for the article was 
primarily because we were tired of 
hearing the all-too-often-men-
tioned epithet: "The girls here, at 
this school, are f****d." We found 
it disconcerting because one male 
complaining to another wasn't 
going to bring any change. So, we 
decided it was time to synthesize 
some of the general feelings and 
put them into written words. 
We hope that, for the most part, 
our article did not cause most 
persons affected by it to go on a 
binge of sado-masochistic wallow-
ing in indignation, i.e. the silent 
pouting routine, but that it en-
lightened at least a few--in a 
positive way, of course! 
THE VIRGINIAN! 
I 
work and should be allowed the The Committee for the Selection 
freedom to change that structure of an Academic Dean for Regis 
if necessary with appropriate College is seeking a man to 
faculty and student imput. provide dynamic leadership for 
Among his major responsibili- undergraduate a cad e mi c 
ties should be the ongoing devel- programs. 
opment and revision of curriculum Regis College is a Jesuit educa-
with appr opriate student and tiona! liberal arts institution of 
faculty participation, the Dean approximately 1400 students, lo-
acting as a catalyst as well as a cated in Denver, Colorado. 
participant. Applications are being sought 
An example of a letter being· and should be sent to Dr. Lester 
sent to prospective applicants Bundy, Chairman of the Dean 
would read as follows: Selection Committee, Regis Col-
rD;.;e;,;;;a.;.r..;;;.;;.;.;.;,;;,;;,g,;;;;.:. ____ ..., __ lege by January 30, 1974. 
Applicants should include a re-
sume and the names of three 
references. 
2fJV~ 
e~MaJe 
V»~ 
• Spaghetti • Ravioli 
• Steaks • Sandwiches 
Phone Orders Prepared To 
Talce Out or Enjoy Here! 
COMPLETE ITALIAN, AMERICAN 
& SEA FOOD DINNERS 
HOME MADE SPAGHffil 
LASAGNA- RAVIOLI- RIGATONI 
STEAKS- SHRIMP- CHICKEN 
HOURS 
11 A.M. to 2 A.M. 
SUNDAYS 
Noon to Midnite 
Need Xmas cash? 
We buy used records 
and tapes. Call 722-8220 
or come by 724 So. Pearl. 
$AID$ 
The Financial Aid Office 
the availability of 
number of grants and 
.,.~, ... , .... ,.. number of National 
Loans for assisting 
the spring semester. 
nts seeking financial 
for the spring se1ne:ster1 
obtain information 
Financial Aid Office in 
Center 223. Applications 
open not only to students 
not presently PHONE 477-1694 sistance but, also, to whose presen t aid has 
...._------------tlinsufficient for their needs. 
